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One million Ever-Strait doors

One million warp-free, weather-tight, steel-clad, foam insulated Ever-Strait doors are now in service. Solving traditional door problems. And making beautiful, durable entrances.

Of course, we look back on a million doors as nothing more than a good start. But it does indicate that more and more people recognize the advantages offered by patented Ever-Strait features in steel doors. And it proves we've got more than just a foot in the door business.

Make a grand entrance
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Charge into '72 with NuTone glamour, excitement, safety and convenience features that will help you sell more homes!

New Convenience! NuTone Food Center.

The time tested NuTone Food Center has been newly engineered for 1972... with more powerful... smoother operating... quieter... longer lasting motor. A new, solid state speed switch for more accurate, positive speed control. New styling. New knife sharpener. Improved blender. New mixer, plus shredder-slicer, juicer, ice crusher, meat grinder... seven most-wanted appliances. All operate from a single, built-in (for your profit) power unit.

1. New 6-speed Dial with Solid State switching. Quick cycling in either direction; easier-to-read speed settings.

2. Improved Blender. Extra large, holds 1 1/2 quarts. New lock-in feature prevents tipping. Lid insert allows ingredients to be added while mixing.

3. New Mixer. Improved beater head with easy eject. Lightweight, 4-quart bowl handles large or small amounts.


Turn those home viewers into buyers with the selling power of real kitchen convenience... a NuTone Food Center. Install the Power Unit with the Blender, Mixer and Knife Sharpener. They can add the other appliances later. See your NuTone distributor today. Charge into 1972 with more profit!

New Excitement!

#2600 Component Stereo System (with exclusive intercom option)

Now you can build in component stereo with all the superb qualities of sound and equipment the term suggests. It's our Musicom™ stereo, available for the first time in compact components for maximum flexibility.

There's an FM/AM Tuner/Amplifier. A professional quality record changer. Plus speakers for any location. And a big added optional advantage: whole-house intercom tied into the stereo master. Imagine the sales appeal of this unique component system in your new homes.

Be bold... be an opportunist... the '72 boom is here! Charge with NuTone...
Charge! with NuTone!

New Glamour! Vanitories complete the NuTone Bathroom Package

Vanitories, bathroom cabinets, mirrors, heaters and ventilators, plus accessories—all from a single source. And all designed and constructed with the skill and integrity you’ve learned to expect from NuTone.

Exciting new NuTone vanitory designs give you visible, appealing sales features that help you close the sale. We’ve got the bathroom products to make your homes true ‘dream homes’. Charge!

Luxurious ‘Montreal’ vanitories are crafted for the return to elegance demanded by today’s home buyers. The delicate looking gilding is triple sealed for rugged durability.

Contemporary ‘Alpine’ features chaste antique white panels framed in borders of neutral off-white. At home with traditional decors, as well.

Smartly styled ‘Liege’ has gracefully contoured, deep-carved gold finish tracery with sculptured center pulls. A perfect setting for colorful decor and imaginative accessories.

How can a luxurious mirrored cabinet like this ‘Antoinette’ model be a profit booster? By making the lights a part of the cabinet, for one thing. And by sizing the cabinet to fit a popular rough opening. That’s how.

NEW! Securicom... the 4 in 1 Security System

NuTone makes the much-wanted Security System available in a new unit that does more than wait for intruders. SecuriCom is a built-in intercom... and a security alarm... and a door signaling and answering device... and an FM/AM radio—all in one, low-priced package to put it within reach of even a modest budget. SecuriCom—a 4-in-1 sales feature that belongs in your new homes. Charge!

“72 could be the greatest yet for home builders. But, competition will be keen. Separate your homes from the ordinary by adding sales-boosters from NuTone. Built-in products for safety, comfort and convenience that will help you end the year with more sales, and most important—help you end the year with more profits. See them all at your nearby NuTone Distributor. For his name, Dial NuTone: 800-543-8687 (in Ohio, 800-582-2030). It’s FREE!

NuTone Housing Products

Scovill

Madison and Red Bank Roads
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227
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'72 housing bill: money for states, cities—and for home buyers rather than builders

Congress is going to enact a massive housing bill this year. The 1972 Housing Act is already shaping up as a broad mix of numerous housing and community-development proposals. Some are brand new, but others have been around for years.

Block grants, the outright grant of funds to state and metropolitan housing authorities, now appear to be replacing revenue sharing as the heart of the bill. The Nixon Administration has lately appeared to be about ready to agree to Congress' block-grant approach. But while the grant programs have already been debated extensively on Capital Hill, housing and mortgaging interests are today preparing to push strongly for amendments to broaden their base of operations and strengthen financial institutions.

Financial plans. Back-stopping most of those special interests is the vaunted report of the President's Commission on Financial Structure and Regulation—the Hunt commission—which wove into its study many suggestions that may find their way into the jumbo bill. Congress failed to act on a housing bill in 1971, in fact, because it wanted to wait for the Presidential commission's report, now in the hands of the lawmakers [story, p. 18]. While many Congressional aides deem the report a political document, they all concede the recommendations will be the source of lengthy Congressional debate prior to any major housing bill this year.

HUD streamlining. The Department of Housing will again trot out its Consolidation and Simplification Act in an effort to combine some 50 separate programs into eight.

That legislation also carries new authority for Secretary Romney to set maximum rates on FHA mortgages, but it permits him to set different rates for different programs. It would also allow a dual interest-rate experiment for mortgages, with one rate set administratively, and allowing discounts and the other floating free but barring discounts.

Grants and subsidies. Congress will probably continue to make political hay over the important question of block grants to state and metropolitan housing authorities for development.

The administration had made a big pitch in 1971 for revenue sharing—leaving many of the decisions on where federal money is to be spent to local government. The housing subcommittee of the House, however, is leaning much more in the direction of the block-grant approach, which would call for workable programs to be submitted to the government before money is doled.

The subcommittee also proposes a different tactic with housing subsidies. Greater emphasis would be placed on subsidies going directly to buyers or renters rather than to builders or landlords. HUD is already beginning an experimental program designed to do much the same thing [story below].

Local authorities. The subcommittee's bill would also permit the establishment of state and metropolitan housing agencies and aid in their funding through federal grants. This proposal has already come under fire from industry spokesmen, who feel this would give these local authorities too much power.

But the administration now appears ready to agree to block grants over the revenue-sharing scheme. Aides to the housing committees in Congress indicate that the political problems of permitting revenue sharing have so far been impossible to overcome, and they expect block grants to become the basis of the bill.

Into law by summer? There is little question but that Congress will enact a bill, but many observers doubt that the legislation will reach President Nixon's desk much before summer—even though lengthy hearings were held during 1971 on many items.

The housing subcommittee of the House has still not reported out a bill. When it does, the proposal must go to the full Banking Committee. That committee is likely to insist on full hearings on other housing matters—including the Presidential commission's report—before it passes on any big housing bill.

Key absentees. Tied into these logistical problems is the hard fact that not much work can be done in the House Banking Committee unless its chairman, Wright Patman, directs it. And Patman faces a primary fight this spring. The housing legislation may well be held up by Patman's absence.

In the Senate the problem is much the same. The Banking Committee's chairman, John Sparkman, indicated last year he was waiting for the Presidential commission's report before getting down to serious business on housing.

Now that this is published, however, lengthy hearings are a certainty—and that means simply that the housing bill will have to wait on those debates.
NORRIS INDUSTRIES, a new force in building products brings you ideas in plumbing brass
Ideas in plumbing brass from Price Pfister

Marquis —
a new dimension of luxury

The brilliance of polished chrome, the elegance and refinement of satin and antique chrome and the richness of antique bronze, add saleable value to all homes and apartments. Crystal-like translucent acrylic handles are available in clear, charcoal and bronze, to offer a new dimension in decorative flexibility. Luxury for bath and kitchen is created with Marquis by Price Pfister.

Flow-Matic —
for maintenance-free operation

The ultimate in single-handle water controlling devices for bathroom or kitchen, Flow-Matic selects water temperature and volume with a single controlling handle. An exclusive ceramic cartridge eliminates the need for lubricant, washers or springs, and eliminates the need for “O” rings that are subject to friction. Flow-Matic utilizes a mechanism of such unique design and reliability that it is guaranteed against failure for five years.
Jet Setter — makes a beautiful splash


Engineered for Flawless Performance

Marquis...the new decorator line combines exquisite finishes with color coordinated acrylic handles to create bath accessories of exceptional beauty. They reflect value usually associated with hand-crafted accessories priced far in excess of this competitively priced line. Price Pfister Marquis fittings are protected by LustreGard®, a revolutionary protective finish that safeguards surfaces in a manner never before thought possible.
More ideas from NORRIS INDUSTRIES

IDEAS IN LOCK STYLES
WEISER LOCKS
4100 ARDMORE AVENUE
SOUTH GATE, CALIF. 90280
CIRCLE 24 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IDEAS IN MAJOR APPLIANCES
WASTE KING-UNIVERSAL
3300 EAST 50th STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90058
CIRCLE 25 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IDEAS IN DECORATIVE FAUCETS
ARTISTIC BRASS
3136-48 EAST 11th STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90023
CIRCLE 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IDEAS IN KITCHEN PRODUCTS
THERMADOR
5119 DISTRICT BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90022
CIRCLE 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IDEAS IN BATHROOM FIXTURES
PLUMBINGWARE
POST OFFICE BOX 157
WALNUT, CALIF. 91789
CIRCLE 28 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IDEAS FOR THE ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
BOWERS
6700 AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90003
CIRCLE 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Major scandals rock HUD's big subsidized housing programs for the nation's poor

This will be another big year for housing production, but congressional investigators are now well on their way toward making 1972 even more noteworthy as the year of the big-time housing scandals.

The House's obscure but government operations subcommittee, headed by Representative John N. Monagan (D., Conn.), has already exposed a potential loss of $200 million for the FHA in Detroit, where speculators sold thousands of FHA-appraised and insured houses to Negroes at tremendous markups.

Most of the homes were abandoned almost as quickly as they were sold, and the resultant foreclosures turned much of the inner city into a vast area of desolation that one observer described as a wasteland.

Baltimore—and more. Other investigators are joining the Monagan group.

Representative Clarence Long (D., Md.) criticized a builder of FHA Section 235 projects in his district after his white suburban constituents complained about wet basements and other faults. At Long's request the Baltimore office of the Army Corps of Engineers inspected one of the subsidized interest projects and reported that the houses showed poor workmanship and poor design on a poor site.

A team of FHA investigators from HUD headquarters in Washington then found that 96% of the 122 houses had defects sufficient for legitimate complaints—1,000 deficiencies, all told—despite the fact that during construction FHA inspectors had found no flaws needing correction.

Monagan is preparing for a year-long series of hearings around the country. His aides say HUD is equally vulnerable in such cities as Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Miami, Ft. Worth, Dallas and other cities in the South and West.

Misused programs. Thus far, the Monagan committee—and earlier, the House Banking Committee—has focused on inner-city housing rehabilitated under special FHA programs that promoted home ownership among the poor. Buying at low prices, speculators rehab a unit and then get an FHA appraisal of market value that gives them a big profit when they sell at minimum down-payments of $200 or even less.

But the Monagan committee now plans to look into programs involving new construction—individual homes and apartments—under which defaults and foreclosures are occurring at alarming rates.

That includes particularly the big Section 235 program that subsidizes all but 1% of the mortgage interest for poor and moderate-income home buyers, and the Section 236 program that pays similar subsidies for multifamily units and provides practically risk-free profits for both builders and investors, who can use the tax losses generated by liberal depreciation allowances.

High default rate. Housing subsidy programs—once limited almost entirely to public housing—accounted for 500,000 starts last year and more this year, according to Housing Secretary George Romney.

As HUD's assistant secretary, Norman V. Watson, noted last September, the number of subsidized housing projects in default is startling—from zero in the fall of 1970 to an average of almost 8% by the end of 1971. That includes 9% of the more than 1,700 projects built under Section 221d3 and 8% of the Section 236 projects. As Watson says, "Eight percent is a hell of a lot," and much higher than the default rate projected for these programs.

Detroit's debacle. In Detroit, which has a long tradition of home ownership, Monagan's committee was told that FHA has already had to take title to 5,800 houses and that another 20,000 FHA-insured homes are in "serious default." Monagan says that FHA will have to take title to another 15,000 of these houses within the next year or so. That would bring foreclosures to about 20,000—at an average cost per unit to FHA of almost $10,000—or $200 million. As Monagan points out, FHA's insurance reserve totals $1.6 billion, but it would not take many other Detroits to put the fund in serious jeopardy.

Secretary Romney told a news conference that such figures "were "loose estimates," and he said the Detroit situation was the result of policies pursued beginning in 1967 "under congressional pressure" by the Johnson Administration. "The relaxation" of FHA procedures "went too far," Romney said, adding that the Nixon Administration "began to tighten up in the spring of 1969."

Relaxed standards. The houses involved were insured under several programs designed to permit poor families to buy. The 221d2 program, for example, lets families buy unsubsidized housing with only a $200 down payment. The 223e program permits HUD to insure mortgages in all declining areas of a city under conditions that would not be acceptable under normal FHA requirements. The Section 235 program subsidizes all but 1% of the interest on housing sold to poor and moderate-income families, and Section 237 permits the sale of houses to families that could not meet HUD's regular credit requirements.

During each of the three years, 1967-70, FHA insured about 16,000 mortgages in Detroit—and during 1968 and 1969 some 45% of them were the regular, unsubsidized mortgages under Section 203e, the basic insurance program. But in 1970, two low-income programs accounted for 72% of all mortgages insured, and by 1971 FHA foreclosures in Detroit rose to 381 a month from an average of 96 a month in 1968.

Appraisal scandal. William C. Whitbeck, FHA's director in Detroit since August 1970, has a staff of 414, and his area office is the largest in the country. He admits that "a number of substandard homes" were insured, contributing to the defaults. In January of this year, he said, 20 fee appraisers were dropped by his office. And he added: "Fully 63.2% of the mortgages in default are in the subsidized 221d3 and 236 programs."

The Detroit hearings showed, says Monagan, that "even if the concept of many of these programs is good, the way they have been operated is completely unsatisfactory." Monagan has an investigatory staff of four, headed by a former HUD official, Richard Still, which is getting a great deal of support from the GAO.

In Philadelphia, where the House Banking Committee exposed program failures a year ago, a federal grand jury has already handed up eight indictments.

In both Philadelphia and Detroit congressional investigators moved in following publication of a series of stories in the Detroit News and The Philadelphia Inquirer. The Inquirer has filed suit in federal district court under the "freedom of information act of 1967" to force HUD and FHA to release the names of appraisers of specific properties. —D.L.
FORMICA '72
A vintage year: New "dimensionals" that invite your touch. A metallic that shimmers and swirls. Light, bold woodgrains. Subtle patterns and hues. New ideas to enhance your profit picture.

We introduced a whole new dimension to the Formica collection this year. With a gleaming new metallic—Silver Slate—that can turn any wall, cabinet or table top into a silvery spectacular. With a rough texture that enriches the elegant patina look of Bronze Tableau. With a leather look so unique, it had its inspiration in exotic Asia.

With our unique Quatramatic process: a superior new way to bring out the natural depth, richness and color definition of woodgrains. Call your Formica representative today to get these new ideas working for you in selling more new homes and in lowering upkeep in apartments you own. We want it to be a vintage year for you, too.
Is—or isn't—HUD forcing low-cost housing into the suburbs? A look at some cases

The bitter dispute over building a $30-million housing project for the poor in Forest Hills, Long Island—only eight miles from Times Square—has blown into the White House and out again without changing or clarifying the rules of the site-location game.

The local controversy escalated when New York's conservative Senator James Buckley took up the cause of residents trying to block the bulldozers from preparing a site for three 24-story apartment houses for 840 families. (Senator Jacob Javits supports the projects.)

Senator Buckley sought to confront President Nixon squarely on the issue of housing poor blacks and whites in middle-class neighborhoods for the first time since the President's statement of June 1970 on equal housing opportunity.

Side step. The White House's "review" of the project, however, brought forth a response not from President Nixon but from Housing Secretary George Romney.

Romney's answer to the residents of Forest Hills—and any others who want to block housing projects in their areas—usually the suburbs—was: "Take your case to city hall."

Critics of the Forest Hills plan said they found reasons aplenty to attack the location, the design, the size and the cost of the project. It is located in a swampy area that requires expensive piling. The critics say the 24-story buildings are too high, concentrating population and overloading schools and most other services; that any 12-story design on more sites would be better.

Hands off. Romney pointed out that the project "was actually started in 1966, and approval for the particular approach was essentially given in 1968. So it's not a project that came into being in the last two or three years." [That took the Nixon Administration off the hook.]

Romney's decision was, as expected, that he could find no basis for overruling local officials or suspending construction contracts.

As Romney told newsmen later, the department "properly deals with the elected or appointed local officials. If we undertook to shape our actions to conform with what neighborhood groups want to do, then we would be by-passing local government and the federal government would be intervening in local affairs. And this would be wrong. You would create chaos, governmentally."

Policy—or lack of. Romney's most detailed explanation of federal law and policy on the issue was put on the record at a December hearing of House judiciary subcommittee, whose chairman is the liberal Democrat Don Edwards of San Jose, Calif.

Romney told the committee that "building all federally assisted housing in the suburbs will not in itself remedy past discrimination or expand housing choices in metropolitan areas."

In answering questions, Romney pointed out that local housing authorities have to comply with local requirements and federal requirements, but, he said, "We do not undertake to dictate to them the extent to which they must consult with local citizens and groups."

Rule by neighborhood? Republican Congressman William J. Keating of Cincinnati asked, "Is there any way that HUD can develop a policy in which the metropolitan housing authority will consult with the neighborhood in the early stages of planning?"

"I think it gets down to the question of the extent to which we have authority to dictate the basis on which local authorities and local governmental agencies shall do certain things in order to meet local needs," Romney said.

Keating cited a housing situation in his district that was far along by the time the neighborhoods got involved: "By the time we found out about it, it was almost an accomplished fact."

Or officialsdom? Romney replied that he didn't think that Congress "would want to begin to substitute neighborhood authority for the authority of the local officials elected by all the people of a community ... . If you permit people in a neighborhood to have an involvement that results in an exercise of veto power, obviously you would be substituting their judgment for the judgment of the local officials in an instrument created by the entire community to carry out a particular program."

Romney and Keating agreed that a city council has the authority to direct the local housing authority to "communicate with the neighborhood" but Keating said that he found that the Cincinnati Housing Authority "ignored the city gov—

Panel opposes class integration

The National Research Council has just issued a report that seems to argue against any government effort to house the city poor in the suburbs.

The council urges that HUD's policy be re-directed toward "matching" people of similar social and economic levels. The report says "simultaneous efforts to reduce racial-segregation class stratification may in fact be counterproductive."

Analysis of bias. The council says little is known about whether people of different economic levels, regardless of race, can live together harmoniously. It says evidence does show that members of different races but of like social and economic status can live peacefully in the same areas.

Amos Hawley, a professor from North Carolina University who was chairman of the panel that wrote the report, said that placing black families in more affluent neighborhoods would probably harden prejudices that were actually based not on race but on class.

A HUD report. The council is an arm of the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering, private organizations that are federally chartered to advise the government. The report was prepared for HUD, but the conclusions run counter to the trend in federal housing policy which, most observers contend, has generally been to use subsidy programs to transfer poor families from inner cities into the more prosperous suburbs.

A HUD spokesman said the department is studying the report.
EXTERIORS
OF COLOR AND TEXTURE

The wonders of wood to emphasize beautiful architectural effects are exemplified in Shakertown shake and shingle textures and colors. Western Red Cedar Shakes and Shingles have always been preferred for residential construction and now they are available in the convenient 8-foot panels that save both time and labor in application. The multi-ply panels are self-aligning for applying on sidewalls, Mansard or special accent areas. Shakertown 8-foot panels are available with 7” or 14” exposure to the weather in a choice of interesting textures and semi-transparent colors for years of beauty and service.

Upper Right: Ronald Molen, A.I.A., Salt Lake City, Utah
Lower Right: Harvey Bennett, Lake Tahoe, Calif.

Shakertown Shake and Shingle Panels

BARN SHAKE PANELS

ROUGH SAWN PANELS

SHINGLE TEXTURE PANELS

Write for detailed brochure... SHAKERTOWN CORPORATION DEPT. HH-2 4416 LEE ROAD CLEVELAND, OHIO 44128

In Canada BESTWOOD INDUSTRIES, LTD. P.O. BOX 2042 VANCOUVER 3, B.C.
Traditional Casement?  
Contemporary Awning?

Now there's a quality Andersen Window for lower-cost housing. It's Flex-Pac™, a new line of wood windows which brings Andersen's traditional quality and "curb appeal" within reach of builders selling to this market.

Yes, it has Andersen quality lumber, Andersen quality glazing, Andersen quality hardware, construction, design and finish. Yet Flex-Pac prices are truly competitive.

How did we achieve a lower-cost window without compromising Andersen quality? This way:

**Long runs, lower costs.**
We limited the range of sizes offered to a functional number, simplified the options, and achieved lower unit cost through volume production.

**Completely prefinished, too.**
Flex-Pac Units feature the latest development in prefinishing wood windows with electrostatically applied paint. Andersen leads with this important new technology. Two coats, inside and out, mean no on-site painting and a higher quality finish, too.

**Out of the carton and into the wall.**
Flex-Pac is completely factory assembled. All operating hardware, including screen strikes, is factory applied, so there is no hardware to be attached on job site. The basic jamb is 3-9/16", which accommodates either 3¼" or 3¾" studs.

A factory-applied exterior casing means easy installation in any weather. Factory-applied jamb liners allow flexibility in wall thickness up to 4¾". Trimming out costs are cut to a minimum.

**Four window styles—one window inventory.**
Flex-Pac Windows can be installed as either an awning or a casement—beveled casing on all four...
Contemporary Casement?

Traditional Awning?

sides allows proper draining either way. This feature cuts inventories (it can halve them, in fact), without reducing variety. And removable grilles, which give either casement or awning window a traditional appearance, can easily be added.

Packed and ready to go.
Flex-Pac units are packed in protective cartons and our distributors and dealers are ready to supply them right now.

So now home builders or manufacturers working to tight budgets... in fact any builders... can include the quality and "curb appeal" of Andersen Windows and retain a competitive price. Everyone wins!
Is—or isn’t—HUD forcing low-cost housing into the suburbs? ...continued

Senator Buckley
A setback in Forest Hills...

Builder Deffet
...and a victory in Columbus

Puzzle of the rules. No one can say whether the criteria will lead to approval of more subsidized housing in the suburbs as compared to the inner cities. They are couched in such general language that they could be used to approve or disapprove almost any borderline application. As the department said, some of the comments received on the criteria contended that the standards “will result in too few projects being built in the inner cities and others asserted they will result in too many.”

The Republican party’s liberal Ripon Society suggests that HUD’s statutory function is to approve proposals submitted, rather than to prescribe area-wide plans.”

The criteria are to be used to eliminate “clearly unacceptable proposals” and to assign priorities to assure “that the best proposals are funded first.”

Plans to buy homes show second decline

A Conference Board survey for November-December has found that 3% fewer people plan to buy homes than it found in September-October.

The board’s national survey of consumer intentions was the second in a row to document a second decline in home buying plans. Both were compiled after President Nixon’s wage-price freeze of August 15.

Only 2.9% of the 10,000 families polled in November-December expected to buy a home in the next six months, down from 3.2% in September-October, but still considerably higher than the 2.1 percentage of a year ago. The year’s high was 3.5% in July-August.

Plans to buy appliances dipped to 37.5% from 38%. The sharpest drop was in air conditioners—2.5% as against 4.0% in the previous survey. Refrigerators were down to 5.4% from 5.6% and washing machines to 5.3% from 5.7%. Ranges were up to 3.8% from 3.1% and clothes dryers to 5.2% from 5.0%.

Quotation of the month

The American experience has proved that slum clearance and urban redevelopment have, if anything, accelerated the decline of the cities... The city is living tissue. You cannot raze a ten-block area in the name of redevelopment, let it lie fallow for five years while you hunt for developers, then put up glass and concrete and expect the neighborhood to survive.

Professor James Marston Fitch
Columbia University School of Architecture

Romney is on the side of the angels by quoting his answer to a critical appraisal of his stewardship at HUD.

“The President’s policies will not tolerate racial discrimination in housing, direct or indirect, and they call for the use of housing progress to overcome the effects of past and present discrimination.

Fight in the courts. Complicating the issue are court decisions that tell local authorities and HUD what each must do. A prime example is the court order to the Chicago Housing Authority to prepare plans for building low-income housing in white neighborhoods. Federal Judge Richard B. Austin told the CHA to proceed without the Chicago city council’s approval of the sites.

Construction of public housing in Chicago has come to a complete halt since July 1969, when Austin ordered the CHA to build public housing in white areas. Since that order, the city council has approved only 36 sites for 286 housing units, even though HUD is holding $26-million funds in reserve for Chicago to construct 1,500 units. That money is effectively blocked, for the CHA says it is standing pat.

Chairman Charles Swibel told reporters that the Austin order does not actually require the CHA to bypass the council, but he said that even if the judge does specifically order the CHA to proceed without council approval, it will not comply. “The CHA has no intention of violating state law, which requires council approval of sites,” he said.

Chicago, meanwhile, has lost another $20 million in renewal funds because of its refusal to meet HUD’s requirement for scatter-site building.

Whither? What with these incommensurate disputes over policy, over authority and over legalities, the picture of the national effort to build housing for the poor remains confused. Government policy is unclear at best and confusing at worst, and suburban opposition is strong and probably getting stronger. No quick solution appears likely, particularly in an election year.

—Don Loomis
Despite the fact that apartments are filled with young people, no cabinet manufacturer has ever really designed a line to reach that specific portion of the market.

Until now. At Del-Mar, we've developed Overture. The first cabinet line that's both provocatively young in design and solidly based in sales potential.

Its doors are laminated on all sides with attractive and practical white polyester. Its end panels and frame are ebony black. These two basic colors in Overture will highlight any color appliances, floor coverings or accessories. And the new, bright colors in counter tops make a perfect marriage with Overture. Self-closing hinges, solid end panels and three point drawer suspension round out Overture's beautifully efficient styling.

In other words, if you've got designs on this young market, we've got the design for you.

Del-Mar
THE CABINETMAKER

If you design your kitchens to appeal to people over thirty, you've just missed over half of your market.
President's panel urges free FHA rate and direct federal subsidies for home buyers

Mortgaging practices and the nation's housing market have come under close scrutiny by the President's Commission on Financial Structure and Regulation.

Assigned to prepare recommendations for bringing the country's financial institutions into accord with the economy of the twentieth century, the Hunt commission (named for its chairman, Reed O. Hunt) has now formally issued its report. The document abounds with ideas for luring still more money into housing.

When its report appeared, the commission gave this warning to both the Nixon Administrations and to Congress: while the recommendations are "intended to improve the future performance of the nation's financial institutions, regardless of the economic climate...it is unrealistic to expect any financial system to function smoothly in and emerge unscathed from the economic and monetary conditions experienced in the United States in recent years.

"The commission urges the adoption of more responsible fiscal policies and, in the private sector, more responsible price and wage behavior so that moderation will be possible in the conduct of monetary policy."

**Attack on controls.** Particularly did the commission score the use and effects of the Federal Reserve's Regulation Q, which restricts interest paid on savings by commercial banks and of most other interest rate controls. It told President Nixon that rate control rendered financial institutions helpless to compete for savers' deposits when interest rates rose on competing bonds or credit instruments. The commission urged a phase-out of rate controls.

The panel also recommended broad new powers for savings and loan associations, mutual savings banks, credit unions, commercial banks and life insurance companies, but it urged that Congress enact legislation to tax the thrift institutions at rates comparable to those paid by commercial banks.

The commission proposed national-wide chartering for mutual savings banks, now restricted to 18 states, and federal charters for stockholder savings and loan associations as well as stock status for those federal and mutual S&Ls that want it.

**Interest rates.** The recommended changes for banks and thrift institutions could, if enacted, have a major impact on the flow of funds to housing. But the commission did not stop at recommendations that would affect housing indirectly. It made no less than ten recommendations aimed squarely at housing and mortgage markets, including these five on interest rates:

- **Interest rates on FHA and VA mortgages should be determined in the marketplace, without regard to administrative or statutory ceilings, and with the mortgage originator or lender prohibited from collecting any discount.**
- **The Secretary of Housing and the VA administrator should authorize variable-rate options on FHA-insured and VA-guaranteed home mortgage loans.**
- **Consumer safeguards should be established for variable-rate mortgages, including full explanation of the terms to borrowers, the offer of an alternative fixed rate mortgage, limits on the permissible rate change, a publicly announced index on which rate changes are based and, after an initial period, opportunities for "no penalty" refinancing.**
- **Congress should consider the adoption of an insurance program against interest-rate risk to mitigate the problems faced by institutions holding one-term debt instruments during periods of high or rising interest rates.**
- **States should remove statutory ceilings on allowable interest rates on residential mortgages, drop unreasonable restrictions on loan-to-value ratios for all lenders and void the legal impediments to the use of variable-rate mortgages.**

**Mortgage rate authority extended**

Although Congress was unable to enact any comprehensive housing legislation in 1971, it finally did manage to push through the joint resolution needed to keep some home finance programs operating.

The resolution provides for, among other things, an extension to June 30 of Housing Secretary George Romney's power to set the interest rate ceiling on FHA mortgages.

This year's housing legislation, when it emerges from Congress, is expected to deal more definitively with mortgage interest rates, for Congress has been faced with need to extend the present authority at several recent sessions.

**Two plans.** The Nixon Administration has suggested a dual interest rate approach for FHA-VA mortgages—that is, a free rate without discounts and an alternate fixed rate with discounts. The President's Commission on Financial Structure and Regulation has proposed a variable-rate option for FHA and VA mortgages (story above).

Senator John Sparkman, chairman of the Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee, said after passage of the joint resolution that he was "hopeful that a more constructive solution [than the present authority] will be found."

**Bigger Tandem Plan.** The joint resolution also gives the Government National Mortgage Assn. another six months to purchase home mortgages under its unsubsidized Tandem Plan operation. The agency can buy loans whose value ranges up to 150% of the present $22,000 limit.

The higher limits, sought by mortgage men and homebuilders in areas where higher house costs made the $22,000 restriction unworkable, must be determined locally by Secretary Romney, but they can go as high as $33,000 or to $36,650 for a four-bedroom home. It had been estimated that 50% of the country had been unable to use the Tandem Plan because house costs exceeded $22,000.

Several senators and congressmen had introduced legislation that would permanently lift the Tandem Plan's loan ceiling upon a determination by the Housing Secretary that higher construction costs necessitated an increase.

**Broad policy.** The commission also advanced these proposals for broad changes in the mortgage structure or for the fuller development of practices only recently begun.

- Congress should provide direct subsidies to home buyers if mortgage financing is inadequate to the achievement of national housing goals.
- States should simplify and modernize the legal work now necessary in mortgage origination and foreclosure, including the standardization of terms and conditions of conventional mortgages, through the development of a Uniform Land Transaction Code.
- States should abolish "doing business" barriers to out-of-state financial institutions providing mortgage loans or holding or selling properties.
- The Federal National Mortgage Assn. and the Federal Home Loan Corp. should be encouraged to continue to develop the secondary market for mortgages, and that variable rate mortgages should be included in their operations in the secondary market.
- The Government National Mortgage Assn. should continue to guarantee marketable mortgage backed securities, with due regard for the effect of these activities on private financial intermediaries and requirements for complementary municipal services.

**Up to Congress.** The report, in more than 100 pages of typescript, will be the focal point for congressional action this year.

Much legislation was held up in 1971 while Congress awaited the commission's proposals. So housing observers anticipate a major housing bill this year—and many of the commission's recommendations will probably find their way to the President's desk for signing into law.

But while the commission urged Congress to take its report as a package, noting that piecemeal acceptance would distort the marketplace, it is unlikely that Congress will rubber stamp the study in an election year that is bound to see the legislature attempt to adjourn in late summer.

—A.M.
Lock-Deck® decking helped create the superb new Stuckey's Pecan Shops

Potlatch invented Lock-Deck laminated decking, and the spectacular new architecture of Stuckey's famous Pecan Shops takes full advantage of this versatile and beautiful building material. Over a soaring glue-laminated frame, Southern pine Lock-Deck forms both sturdy structural roof and appetizing interior ceiling. Lock-Deck helped the architect achieve striking identity and integrity in a reasonable-cost wood structure. Ease and simplicity of application help Stuckey's nationwide operation achieve standardized local construction without problems. We can do the same for you. Write for information.

Architecture: John H. Summer & Associates
Atlanta, Georgia

For details see Sweet's Architectural File 1c/PO

Lock-Deck is available in 4 thicknesses and 2 face widths. Electro-Lam® beams in all sections up to 162 sq. in., lengths to 60 ft.

Potlatch
WOOD PRODUCTS GROUP
P. O. Box 3591 · San Francisco, Calif. 94119
How to stabilize homebuilding's pace—Fed's Burns proposes investment referee

Congress two years ago asked the new chairman of the Federal Reserve Board—Arthur Burns, who had just moved from his White House post as President Nixon's economic adviser—to do something to smooth the big cyclical swings in housing production.

Burns chose instead to finesse this direct request by giving Congress a report answering the question:

"What's the best way to smooth out housing production cycles—particularly those painful slumps during periods of tight money?"

The referee. The Federal Reserve experts' answer can be paraphrased like this:

"Let's create a new government agency that would work on business demand for capital equipment. That's the demand that outbids the mortgage market during times of tight money. This new agency would run a money pool that would tax in business demand for capital equipment. This in turn would create a new policy instrument—an agency—operating a put-and-take kind of 'business investment fund' such as that which has been used in Sweden. When the economy was sluggish, the fund would pay businessmen a subsidy for buying capital equipment, thus lowering its effective price to them. In boom times the fund would tax such spending, raising the price to the business firm.

Obstacles. The question, of course, is whether Congress would ever agree to turning over such taxing power to any agency outside Congress. Very few people in Washington can visualize the Ways and Means Committee's Wilbur Mills opting for such an arrangement. Yet it's less inconceivable now, perhaps, than two years ago.

Graham agrees that Congress might balk, but he suggests that Congress would move cautiously by specifically limiting the effect of the fund. Perhaps, than two years ago, Congress and the Federal Reserve will be hag­

Budget restraints. The Federal Reserve half the funs from savings and loan

fed's board of governors chose to play it cagey to avoid a more direct clash with Patman, Proxmire and their allies, who have their own views.

Burns, instead of acting under existing authority, as the congressional Democrats would like, tossed the hot potato back to them. His message was clear: I think you fellows in Congress should take the action and make the heat.

Graham's report, Short-Term Cycles in Housing Production: an Overview of the Problem and Possible Solutions, agrees with what congressional leaders and housing officials have been claiming for years—that the harmful effects of big fluctuations in housing production are costly to the industry and to the public to the point where a serious search for solutions should be mounted.

Graham says, however, that a close look at the availability of housing shows the effects of short-run gyrations of housing production "have not been large." But the report does agree that the instability of housing production entails "social costs" that might be avoided if a method can be found to "buffer the housing industry from the extreme effects of credit restraint." Clearly, the swings in housing production have "a magnitude that is socially, and politically intolerable."

Fund diversions. Gramley says the periodic shortages of mortgage money shouldn't be identified with the diversion of funds from savings and loan associations during periods of high interest rates. The housing cycle, he says, was a "significant national economic problem before inflows of savings to the associations began to display any appreciable cyclical variability." Gramley starts with what seems to be a truism—that if wide swings in interest rates weren't needed to stabilize the economy generally, then "the supply of mortgage credit and housing production would be more stable."

The report points out that one way to attack the problem is to "insulate" the housing industry from the general credit restraint through government actions of one kind or another as was tried during the last mortgage money crisis, when Congress passed a number of measures to pump more credit into mortgages and to keep a lid on mortgage interest rates.

Budget restraints. The Federal Reserve staff says that instead of using emergency credit measures to help housing, it would be better for several reasons to use government taxing power and spending power. But in real life, Gramley points out, Congress just won't enact income tax changes quickly enough to be used as business-cycle regulators. So what he suggests is a combination tax-and-subsidy mechanism to speed up or slow down "particular kinds of expenditures."

Such subsidies to home buyers or builders have one big handicap—they have "reverse effects on the federal budget." That is, when a business boom is on, housing suffers most—but if you subsidize housing then you "increase federal spending and add to the pressures on the capital markets."

The refereeing. A better scheme, says Gramley, is to apply "temporary excise taxes and subsidies to other kinds of expenditures"—and the other kinds he recommends as most effective are business expenditures for capital goods.

He would have Congress create a new policy instrument—an agency—operating a put-and-take kind of "business investment fund" such as that which has been used in Sweden. When the economy was sluggish, the fund would pay businessmen a subsidy for buying capital equipment, thus lowering its effective price to them. In boom times the fund would tax such spending, raising the price to the business firm.

Obstacles. The question, of course, is whether Congress would ever agree to turning over such taxing power to any agency outside Congress. Very few people in Washington can visualize the Ways and Means Committee's Wilbur Mills opting for such an arrangement. Yet it's less inconceivable now, perhaps, than two years ago.

Graham agrees that Congress might balk, but he suggests that Congress would move cautiously by specifically limiting the range of the taxes and subsidies. Also, the effect on the federal budget could be avoided by keeping the fund on deposit at the Federal Reserve and keeping it outside the budget.

This year [1972] may be the year that Congress and the administration will be haggling over these issues, perhaps triggered by the report of the Presidential Commission on Financial Structure.

The President's commission also attacked the feast-or-famine fluctuations in the availability of housing money [News, Jan.] The Commission's proposals were aimed at attracting more money directly to the mortgage market by loosening the network of state and federal interest rate ceilings on mortgages—and, more importantly, by offering a special tax credit to investors in mortgage loans.

—Stan Wilson
You can put only one faucet in the sink. So why not make it the one that’s going to help you sell homes. Make it Moen®.

Choose the top-of-the-line Moen deluxe model. Or choose our new Model 7200—it’s designed for use with stainless steel sinks. And it’s priced slightly lower. Or for real economy, choose Chateau® by Moen. The special faucet for builders that performs right along with Moen in style, convenience and long service life. All are available with our exclusive triple-action aerator or with hose and spray. Your customer will notice a lot of things in your homes. She’ll notice a Moen single-handle faucet, too. And she’ll remember it. It’s stylish. And it’s easy to use.

Offer your customers reduced noise and maintenance, plus increased water savings. With the single-handle faucets from Moen. They’re available from your plumbing contractor. And they help you keep the promises you make with every home you sell.

There’s only one. MOEN

MOEN, A DIVISION OF ELYRIA, OHIO 44035

Moen and Chateau are registered trademarks of Stanadyne, Inc.
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Newest proposal in mortgaging: buying today's house with tomorrow's pension

A Cleveland consulting firm is putting the finishing touches to a plan for the Housing and Urban Development Dept. that would let homebuyers use their vested interests in pension funds as collateral for home-purchase down payments.

The economist for the Mortgage Bankers Association of America, John Wetmore, says this is probably the first such program in the mortgage field.

The objective is to turn renters into buyers. Thomas A. Frayne, president of Gitlin & Frayne, the consultants who developed the program, explains:

"We're trying to help the man who spends much of his income renting. He's already paying principal, interest, taxes, maintenance and a profit to the landlord, but he gets none of the tax advantages of an owner. His income is such that he could easily afford mortgage payments but he cannot build up a down payment."

How it works. The proposal for home ownership as a fringe benefit was developed under an $85,000 HUD grant. It has already been pilot-tested successfully by Cleveland's Forest City Enterprises, one of the nation's largest homebuilders.

Forest City's profit-sharing and pension plan first amended its charter to let employees borrow up to 50% of their vested pension rights for down payments on homes. (As explained below, this privilege could range right up to 100%.)

A woman then borrowed $4,300 at 5% interest to complete a $10,000 down payment on a $31,000 townhouse condominium. A precedent was set when the Internal Revenue Service agreed that the loan would not be considered as early disbursement of income and so was non-taxable.

That $4,300 loan became the down payment for a conventional mortgage, but the Frayne firm has now won a ruling clearing the way for use of such loans with FHA mortgages.

A variation. Gitlin & Frayne have also arranged with Cleveland's Leader Mortgage Co., a mortgage banking concern, to operate another version of the plan.

The pension fund would pledge the down payment funds by placing a passbook with Leader. The mortgage banker would write a down-payment loan to the home buyer as part of a 100% mortgage. Leader would pay the pension fund the normal return that the fund would get had it used the amount of the downpayment loan for its regular portfolio investments.

The buyer would pay Leader back at market interest rates, with credit applied to the passbook as a part of each mortgage payment was applied to the pension fund's down-payment loan to the home buyer.

Leader would take the difference between the buyer's interest payment on his downpayment loan and the interest paid to the pension fund at the rate of the fund's prevailing yield on investments (normally 5% to 6%) as its fee for packaging the entire mortgage.

Funds would actually leave the pension fund only when a down payment loan was defaulted. The buyer would lose only that portion of his vesting needed to cover the default.

And refinements. The pension fund could also invest a block of capital in Leader. The interest paid to the fund on this investment would again be the average yield the fund reaps on regular investments. But the presence of the block of cash in Leader would take coverage of a pension fund member's loan automatic and would speed and simplify paper work.

A final version would earmark all or part of that portion of a pension fund vested after the loan was made and use this to pay off the loan. This money, however, would be considered taxable income. The advantage would be higher disposable income for the buyer while buying the house, but the technique would automatically reduce his vested interest upon retirement or termination of employment.

A pension fund could allow up to 100% of an employee's vested interest to be used as down-payment collateral. By limiting this to 50%, Frayne says, the Forest City experiment severely cut back the number of its employees who could take advantage of the offer.

How big a market? The Mortgage Bankers' expert, John Wetmore, sees advantages to the pension tie-ins but questions how many home buyers will ever utilize them.

Frayne provides no ready answer. He concedes that the funds are notoriously close handed with data on subscribers, and he admits he would need at least a look at the rolls of several large funds to estimate the potential market for the new technique.

Frayne says, however, that coupling the plan with FHA mortgages will considerably expand the program's appeal. He is negotiating with several pension funds for use of the plan, and he says has had favorable replies from some.

The stumbling block thus far, Frayne explains, is that the plan is virtually unknown and that few pension-fund executives have any idea of how many subscribers might use it. So the consultants have written an explanatory brochure, Use of Pension-Plan Leverage for Home Purchases by Employees, and it can be had by writing to their offices at 1545 Leader Building in Cleveland (44114).

—RAY LEWIS
McGraw-Hill News, Cleveland
TEXTONE* Gypsum Panels.

Build colorful decorator walls with new tough-textured vinyl surfaces.

Walls take a constant beating in high traffic areas. TEXTONE Vinyl-Surfaced Gypsum Panels are the practical answer to this costly expense for builders (and owners) of townhouses, apartments and light commercial buildings. These tough wall panels offer patterns ranging from deep-textured rough fabrics and wood-like surfaces to light stippled and classic woodgrains. 27 standard colors and patterns to create almost any decorative effect. Matching moldings available. TEXTONE features durable vinyls prelaminated to SHEETROCK® gypsum panels and it works perfectly with U.S.G. wall systems, including USG® Demountable Partitions.


New, colorful descriptive literature amplifies the exciting TEXTONE story. For your copy, contact your U.S.G. Representative; or write to us at 101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Illinois 60606. Dept. HH-22.
Price board does its best, but its guidelines for fair rents bring cries of foul

About the best that could be said for them was, "When their overriding purpose is to control inflation, the guidelines are something that both tenants and landlords can—should—live with."

This from Robert H. Pease, former president of the Mortgage Bankers Assn. and a member of the Rent Advisory Board.

Tenant and industry spokesmen were considerably less temperate. Rose Wylie, chairman of the National Tenants Organization and likewise a member of the rent board, charged that the nation's new rent regulations amounted to "a boondoggle for landlords and a hoax on tenants."

And Jerard Gross, former president of the National Apartment Assn., described the situation in Texan terms:

"It's the old thing about whose ox is being gored, and I think ours is being gored worse than everybody else's."

Regulations. The new rules will limit average rent increases to 3% or 3.5% a year, according to C. Jackson Grayson Jr., chairman of the Price Commission. Specifically, landlords may increase base rents 2.5% to cover higher operating costs, and this percentage applies even though actual costs may be higher or lower than 2.5%.

Owners may also pass on rises in state or local property taxes, government fees and levies or increases in charges for municipal services other than gas and electricity. The commission has also devised a formula for permitting landlords to pass on the cost of capital improvements.

New bases. At the same time the commission defined base rents in a new way. For leases with terms of a month or less, the base rent of any unit is the rent charged for that unit during the freeze period beginning August 15. Increases that may have been made under early Phase II regulations must be rolled back but need not be refunded.

For leases running longer than a month, landlords may use the average rent charged for substantially identical units in the 30 days immediately before the freeze or, if there were no renewals during that time, in the 90 days before the freeze. If there were no transactions during this 90-day period, the base rent is the rent charged for a particular unit on May 25, 1970, plus 5%.

Where there are rent control laws, local programs will remain in effect pending analysis to determine whether they are inflationary. This approach applies primarily to New York City.

Disagreement. The tenants' organization predicts that the provisions for increasing base rents and the pass-through of various expenditures "will result in inflationary increases far in excess of anything that has been experienced."

The industry, on the other hand, fears that it is being subjected to more controls and more regulations than others. Pointing to the 7% steel price hike as an example of what a strong voice in Washington can achieve, Gross contended: "We're just too fragmented to achieve, Gross contended:

Paradoxically, Gross feels that in many places, apartments are overbuilt, creating soft markets that hold rents down anyway. "But the places that need the increases won't have them, and this will discourage building where it is needed," he said.

Social stresses. The homebuilding representative on the Rent Advisory Board, Baltimore builder Harvey M. (Bud) Meyerhoff, said that the board faced a difficult problem in separating economic from social legislation.

While recognizing that rent is an important item in most budgets at a time when wages are also being controlled, the board still had to take into account operating cost increases resulting from Pay Board and Price Commission rulings and also from local environmental legislation decreeing such things as expensive low-sulphur fuels and trash compactors.

Concessions. The industry made some major concessions, according to Meyerhoff: "We could have been governed by the same rules as other segments of the economy, that is, direct pass-throughs of increased costs."

"We agreed in principle to a fixed percentage method plus a tax pass-through in a sincere effort to minimize the burden of administering the rent control program."

Another concession was made in establishing base prices through use of averages rather than the highest 10% of transactions. Meyerhoff believes that because of this, the industry's starting position will lag somewhat behind that of others, but he summed up the prevailing attitude when he said:

"We can live with it as long as it doesn't last too long."

—Natalie Gerard

Centex returns to Dallas market by buying Fox & Jacobs for $38 million in stock

The two Dallas-based builders have signed an agreement calling for exchange of 1,295,000 Centex shares for all stock of the privately held Fox & Jacobs Construction Co.

Based on Centex's closing price on the New York Stock Exchange on January 14, the day before the agreement, the price is well over $38 million.

Back in Dallas. "The merger gives us a major entry into the dynamic Dallas market and will enhance our capability for expansion," said Frank M. Crossen, Centex's president.

David G. Fox, president of Fox & Jacobs, added: "Associating our company with Centex will open greater opportunities for growth."

The merger will be accounted for on a pooling-of-interests basis and will become final when the Fox & Jacobs year-end audit is completed this month.

New subsidiary. Fox & Jacobs will merge with Centex-Dallas Corp., a Centex subsidiary created for the merger. Centex-Dallas will be renamed Fox & Jacobs Inc., with David Fox as president. He will also be proposed for membership on the parent company's board.

The companies expect no changes in the operation of Fox & Jacobs, Dallas's largest single-family builder. It earned $1.8 million on revenues of $37 million in 1971.


It earned $7.6 million on revenues of $149 million in the year ended March 31, 1971. In the six months ended Sept. 30, it earned $4.7 million on $101 million. —Lorraine Smith

McGraw-Hill World News, Dallas
The Caradco Sculptured Door

Elegance.

You get deep-carved panels fashioned from one-piece, wood-grained faces that can't split, check or shrink; a factory prime coat that welcomes paint or toned stain... that lets you suit the final finish to your fancy, be it avantgarde, traditional or in between. Result: it looks like more than it costs. And that's the beauty of it: it costs less than conventional panel doors. We did even more with the door pictured. We prefinished it with a smooth white factory coating, to bring out the full richness of the wood texture. It's easy to see why this practical eyeful has tremendous buyer appeal. For more facts on Caradco Sculptured Doors, please call us or write.
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Wasserman and Bernhard, whiz kids of Levitt, are back in the housing business

They've formed The Richards Group Inc., a real estate and development company headquartered in Great Neck, N.Y. And again there's a conglomerate in the picture: Gulf & Western Industries has 50% of the new company.

Will this bring a repetition of the frustrations that led Dick Wasserman to quit the $150,000 presidency of ITT Levitt Inc. and Dick Bernhard to leave the No. 2 slot? Wasserman says no:

"It's our business in which Gulf & Western has invested in this case. We've no interference in our company's operations. We're not a wholly owned subsidiary."

Job offers. The two Levitt executives were in an enviable spot when they quit the nation's largest homebuilder a couple of years after it had become part of the nation's eighth largest corporation [News, June '71]. Not only were they deluged with job offers from within the industry, but they could even have had their old jobs back on their own terms. Shortly after their departure, ITT settled an antitrust suit by agreeing to divest itself of several subsidiaries, including Levitt, and more than one prospective purchaser called on Wasserman to head a purchasing group.

Instead, Wasserman and Bernhard decided to strike out on their own.

Money and talent. The two felt that, to be successful, a company needed two ingredients: strong financial support and a special kind of individualistic, entrepreneurial talent. And once a company had attracted that talent, it has to motivate it by giving it a share of the ownership.

"We're a corporation, but we're not even talking titles," Wasserman pointed out. "We view ourselves as associates, as partners.

"We expect to get the best guys who exist in this industry and to give them an equity interest in the business, and I don't just mean stock options."

Management. So far, the management group includes Allan H. Gasner, 45, who has been building homes in New York, Puerto Rico and Washington, D.C., for 20 years; Norman Seidenwurm, 45, who has also spent 20 years in the development business and recently headed his own company, building and managing apartment projects, and Stanley D. Heckman, 32, a lawyer who was Wasserman's executive assistant at Levitt.

Third phase. Wasserman views the affiliation with Gulf & Western as representing the third phase of the homebuilding industry's progression. The independent builder represented the first, mergers the second. He explains:

"Everybody said, 'The merger doesn't work. Where do we go from here?' I think this is another approach.

"We'll have to succeed now, or we'll ruin it for everyone else."

Best of both worlds. Wasserman views the relationship as giving him the best of both worlds. He has the freedom to run the company as he pleases, plus solid financial backing from Gulf & Western.

Coast to coast. The Richards Group expects to build all types of houses in all price ranges, starting in the Detroit, Washington, New York and Philadelphia markets, and eventually expanding from coast to coast and abroad. About half a dozen land contracts are being drawn, and the company expects to have its first houses on market within six months.

Hindsight. Wasserman thinks he would have left Levitt even if he had known it was going to be split off from ITT.

"I did my thing there," he said.

He pointed out that during the 12 years he spent with Levitt, sales rose from $15 million a year to over $300 million.

"I think a lot of the juice is out of it at this point," he said. "With a $300 million company, you've got to add $70 million or $80 million a year in volume. You start getting into so much paperwork, so many layers of people, so many other problems, that it isn't the kind of exciting situation that the Richards Group is."

Wasserman expects his new company's sales to reach $100 million by the fourth year. And he adds:

"It's a hell of a lot more exciting and could be a lot more profitable when we take the thing public a few years down the road."

HUD's plastic pipers roll to victory over the iron men of San Francisco

For a while it looked as though San Francisco's craft unions had won the plastic pipe and plastic-coated wiring dispute — and lost the city $38 million in renewal and rehabilitation funds [News, Dec. '71].

A four-hour debate in which union spokesmen opposed HUD's James Jaquet and other supporters of the new materials ended with the board of supervisors voting 7-to-4 against the use of plastic pipe and wiring in home construction. The unions are generally dedicated to cast iron or copper pipe and wrapped wire.

Workable program. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Renewal (HUD) had warned that it would turn down all new requests for money from cities that did not comply with HUD's workable program standards. In essence this means that building codes must permit the use of all nationally recognized building materials and techniques. Plastic pipe and wiring are recognized by national code groups, and supporters contend that the newer materials reduce costs and so permit builders to erect more shelter for the poor.

Mayor's friends. The union spokesmen opposing the code change included Joseph P. Mazzola, business manager of Plumbers' Local 38, and William Reedy, head of the electricians. Both craft had contributed heavily to Mayor Joseph Alioto's recently successful reelection campaign and to the election efforts of some of the supervisors. Mazzola and Reedy are also Alioto appointees, Mazzola as commissioner of airports and Reedy as a transit district member.

As the battle shifted, Alioto traveled to Washington two days after the negative vote to argue against the cut-off of funds. Secretary George W. Romney himself told the mayor that there would be no change.

Turnabout. The supervisors did an about-face.

They approved a new plumbing code that allows the use of plastic pipe if permission is granted by the chief building inspector, Alfred Goldbeck. That long-time opponent of the material has already indicated that he will not grant permission until the plastic pipes provide more test data.

But the new code also allows applicants to appeal Goldbeck's decision to a board of examiners, a move not open under the old code.

Plastic-sheathed wire can now be used in most jobs, including high-rise, even without Goldbeck's approval.

More to come. Several other large cities face a freeze of new HUD funds because they have not compiled with the workable program standards. Among them are Tampa, Philadelphia, Tucson, St. Louis, Richmond, Chicago, New Orleans and Los Angeles.

—RON E. WARTHEN
McGraw-Hill World News, San Francisco
All the help you can get in leisure home building:

The Kingsberry Man.

The leisure home market's booming and the Kingsberry Man can put you there — profitably! He'll offer you leisure homes with exciting sales appeal. Like The Hatteras, named "House of the Year" by House & Garden's Guide to Young Living in 1970. And The Wayfarer, featured by Woman's Day as its "Vacation Home for '71." These and other imaginative designs help you sell fast! So does the Kingsberry Man. He'll offer a high degree of cost control and approximately 50% reduction in on-site labor. He'll follow through with practical help for big profits like generous co-op advertising and blue prints at no extra cost. Just fill out and mail the coupon, and see what it does for you... all the help you can get in leisure home building... the Kingsberry Man.

Above left: The Wayfarer as built by Purnell, Inc., Berlin, Md.
Below left: The Hatteras as built by Carolina Caribbean Corp., Beech Mountain, Banner Elk, N.C.

KINGSBERRY HOMES
Boise Cascade Manufactured Housing Group
61 Perimeter Park, Atlanta, Georgia 30341
Frank D. Carter, Director-Marketing, Boise Cascade Manufactured Housing Group, Dept HH-2, 61 Perimeter Park, Atlanta, Georgia 30341, (404) 458-9411

Yes, I would like all the help I can get.

Name: ____________________
Firm: ____________________

No. lots I now have ready to build on:
☐ None, ☐ 1-10, ☐ 11-25, ☐ 26-50

No. homes I have built in past 12 months:
☐ None, ☐ 1-10, ☐ 11-25, ☐ 26-50

Of these, ______ have been vacation homes.

Address: ____________________
City: ____________________ State: _______
Zip: _______ Phone: _______

Kingsberry Homes are distributed throughout a 35 state area of the Mid-West, Mid-Atlantic, Southeast, and New England states from plants located in Alabama, Iowa, Ohio, Oklahoma and Virginia.
## Housing stocks up

Housing shares staged a strong year-end recovery along with most other stocks.

### House & Home's index of 25 key housing issues rose to 492.23 from 461.13 in the month ended January 4.

Share values of January 1965 represent 100 on the index. The 25 issues are indicated by bullets (*). Results of the indices are in the following tables and are overprinted in color.

Here is the composite index.

### How top 5 did in each group:

#### Jan.'71 Dec.'71 Jan.'72

**Builders**
- **January** 438 526 574
- **Land develop.** 502 519 524
- **Mortgage cos.** 619 812 915
- **S&Ls** 172 1280 1367

### Company

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jan-4</th>
<th>Chng.</th>
<th>Bid/Prev.</th>
<th>Close</th>
<th>Month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hous. Fin.</strong></td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Lincoln Fin.</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First SBL Shares</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First West Fin.</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Union Corp.</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### News/Finance

- **Mobile Americans** 35% | **Mobile Home Ind.** 35% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Monarch Ind.** 5% | **New Home** 5% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Northwest** 18% | **New Home** 5% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |

### Mortgage inv. trusts

- **Mortgage inv. trusts** 8% | **Mobile Americans** 35% | **Mobile Home Ind.** 35% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% |
- **American Century** 26% | **Monarch Ind.** 5% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Amer. Portovest** 14% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **BankAmerica** 27% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Beneficial Standard Mgrs** 24% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |

### MORTGAGE INV. TRUSTS

- **Calif. Fin.** 7% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Nation. Environ.** 13% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Unc. Trust** 27% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |

### APPRAISERS

- **Bern-Cot.** 8% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Horace Manufacturing** 64% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Hoseok** 56% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Magic Chef** 41% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |

### CEMENT PRODUCERS

- **Alpha Portland** 17% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Cemaloma** 4% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **California Portland** 31% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **General Portland** 30% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Giant Portland** 14% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |

### CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY

- **Caterpillar** 43% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Cleveland** 46% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Kaiser Cement & Gyp** 15% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Lehigh** 17% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Lime** 25% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |

### HEATING-AIR CONDITIONING

- **Borg Warner** 38% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Crosley** 46% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Colman** 20% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Eaton** 43% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |

### HOME FURNISHINGS

- **American Furniture** 15% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **American Seating** 15% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Armstrong Corp.** 42% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |

### TOOLS & HARDWARE

- **Black & Decker** 79% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Baker Manufacturing** 64% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Einhorn** 34% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Kwikset** 10% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |

### MISCELLANEOUS

- **Butler Mfg.** 35% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Don Oliver** 13% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |
- **Foster Wheeler** 23% | **Rent Note** 18% | **Rent Note** 18% | 18% | 18% |

---
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THE WARMTH OF WOOD

Interesting patterns of Nature captured in enduring hardwood create locks of unusual beauty. They reflect discriminating good taste and add a richness to the door that is difficult to surpass.

WEISER LOCKS
WEISER COMPANY • SOUTH GATE, CALIF.

ANOTHER NORRIS INDUSTRIES BUILDING PRODUCT
Swords into plowshares: Lefrak would turn aerospace industry to homebuilding

Remember World War II, when defense plants hummed twenty-four hours a day, and mothers tied their hair in a bandanna and marched to the airplane factory’s assembly line?

The apartment magnate Samuel J. Lefrak thinks that scene should be repeated—but with a difference. Instead of airplanes, the assembly lines should turn out houses—28-million units over the next ten years—and women, unskilled workers and unemployed aerospace personnel should be trained to build them.

Natural alliance. “I want to propose a wedding between aerospace and housing,” the forthright New Yorker declared. “Let’s ask President Nixon to perform the ceremony at the White House. Maybe we could persuade George Meany, that sweet-tempered pillar of American Labor, to be best man. And may I suggest that a fitting dowry would be a massive transfusion of funds for existing federal housing programs.”

Lefrak sees the alliance as a natural trade-off: aerospace would teach housing about systems, new materials, procurement and how to get research and development appropriations from Congress; housing would help aerospace develop new jobs for its idle workmen and production facilities.

Rebuilding cities. Recalling the Manhattan Project, which marshaled the nation’s scientific power and resources to create the atomic bomb, Lefrak called for a Manhattan Project II to rebuild the cities. He also called for a federal building code.

Already in housing. A number of aerospace companies, such as Boeing, Grumman, TRW and G.E., have already built some test housing under HUD’s Operation Breakthrough. Boeing has gone one step further; it has sent crews throughout the country to look for areas that might lend themselves to community development programs.

Costs would be cut through massive purchasing, greater productivity and sub-assembling components and whole rooms so that the main assembly lines could move quickly. And employees would enjoy something new in the building trades—a guaranteed annual wage.

To Washington. Lefrak announced his plan in a speech at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, N.Y., and a copy of the speech, together with signatures and comments of Pratt students and professors, was then sent to President Nixon. Lefrak has also presented his plan to Senators Henry Jackson, Edmund Muskie, William Proxmire and Jacob Javits, to Commerce Secretary Maurice Stans and to Arthur Burns, chairman of the Federal Reserve Board.

Tappan offers you innovative products that capture a prospect’s imagination. Products like the electronic oven. The wall vac. The trash compactor.

Tappan offers choice. From one source, you can get just about anything you need for a great kitchen. Just look at our latest national consumer ad (at right) and you’ll see what we mean.

Plus, national advertising. Tappan promotes to consumers with a strong campaign that builds enthusiastic acceptance of Tappan products in the homes you build.

Give your prospects a choice—between Tappan and any other brand. And take advantage of the Tappan competitive edge.

For the name of your nearest Tappan Distributor, dial toll-free 800-243-6000 (in Conn. 800-882-6500) or write Tappan.
Chances are you didn’t have too much to say about the appliances you’re using now. They came with the house or apartment... they were the only brand offered by the store that had your account... they were all the budget could afford... or your choice was limited by any number of other reasons.

Life styles change. Now you have an opportunity to buy the appliances you’ve always wanted. Now you have a choice.

Look at many different brands. Get all the facts. Ask questions. If the store you’re in handles only one brand, go to a retailer who offers you a choice of brands. If the salesman you’re talking to wants to talk about only one brand, go to another salesman.

The important thing is that this time the decision is completely up to you. We hope your choice is Tappan. But even more importantly, we want you to have the opportunity to make a choice.

For the name of your nearest Tappan dealer, dial 800-243-6000 (in Conn. 800-882-6500) or write Tappan, 250 Wayne St., Mansfield, O 44902.

TAPPAN. WHEN YOU HAVE A CHOICE

If it’s something for the kitchen, your Tappan dealer probably sells it. Tappan offers 1. gas ranges, electric ranges 2. electronic ranges 3. dishwashers 4. compactors 5. refrigerators 6. disposers 7. home climate control products 8. central vacuuming systems and 9. cabinets. Check them for appearance, features, performance, and price.

And remember that when you buy any new Tappan product, you receive a one year warranty from Tappan that guarantees free replacement of defective parts including the cost of labor by Tappan’s National Certified Service Organization.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY OF “THE KITCHEN BOOK.” Virtually everything you’ll want to know about kitchen remodeling, 64 pages. Only $2.00. Send check or money order to Tappan, Dept. 8262, 250 Wayne Street, Mansfield, Ohio 44902.

Name
Address
City __________________________ State __________ Zip __________
Hear this: Quality Motels is an international chain of nearly 400 motels, most of them franchised.

We've been around since 1940, are exceptionally profitable, managed by pros, and expanding throughout the United States in a big way.

We're looking for new properties and franchisees to share our national multi-media advertising program, toll-free, one-number reservations system, and our affiliation with 10 major credit cards.

To hear more, phone or write: Leonard K. Dowiak, Director, Franchise Operations, Quality Motels International Offices, 10750 Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, Maryland 20901. Phone: (301) 593-5600.

---

**NEWS/PEOPLE**

**Dervan retiring as VA loan chief**

John M. Dervan, director of the Veterans Administration’s loan guaranty service for the last ten years, has retired, and no successor has been named.

**Career.** Dervan, who rose from Army private to lieutenant colonel on the War Department’s general staff in World War II, joined the VA in 1945 as a legal advisor. He became director in 1961.

He is a graduate of Boston University and the Boston University law school and a member of the Massachusetts Bar.

**Program’s success.** Dervan recalls that critics predicted catastrophic results when Congress made the 100% no-down-payment mortgage available to veterans after World War II. He is particularly proud of the fact that in the program’s 26 years, 49% of the mortgages have been paid off and only 3.4% have been foreclosed.

On October 31, 1971, the VA had 7.9 million mortgages outstanding with a value of $84.7 billion.

**Former grid pro heads Toronto realty board**

Len Cassidy, 52, has succeeded Joseph P. Abela as president of the 6,000-member Toronto Real Estate Board.

Cassidy, a former end for the Toronto Argonaut pro football team, is a broker in residential property.

The Toronto board set a record in 1971 on sales of $496 million compared with $394 million in 1970. The average price of homes sold through the board’s listings, which account for 50% to 55% of Toronto’s realty transactions, has risen from $21,360 in 1966 to $30,426 in 1971.

**Women builders—950 gather in Atlanta**

Elected at the 16th annual convention of the National Association of Women in Construction were: (front, l. to r.) Betty M. Lawson, Durham, N.C., first vice president; Janith J. Gould, Seattle, Wash., president-elect; Bonnie M. Granger, Kansas City, Mo., president; (back, l. to r.) Martha J. Heath, Atlanta, Ga., third vice president; Luiza W. Bates, Jackson, Miss., secretary; Kathlyn L. Clay, Santa Ana, Calif., second vice president; and Marie Oeltjen, Colorado Springs, Colo., treasurer. Marie Marshall of Chattanooga, Tenn., is the outgoing president of the 5,600-member association.
massive study of 184,122 sales leads from House & Home readers confirms that sales action in housing & light construction comes from every segment of the industry

To identify all the important people in housing and light construction who are active in the selection of building products, materials, and equipment, House & Home followed up 184,122 advertising inquiries from its reader service cards and received a 31% return involving 57,327 inquiries.

Survey questions were designed to determine what, if any, “sales actions” were taken as a result of readers having seen advertisements in several issues of House & Home.

For the purpose of this study, “sales actions”—that is, those actions bringing products and prospects closer to a sale—have been defined as specifying, recommending, approving, purchasing, and still investigating further.

For each sales action, of course, the unknown multiplier is the number of residential or other units for which the sales action was taken. For example, a single purchase mention could involve a 10 house development, a 280-unit apartment complex, or anything in-between.

Results indicate in the clearest possible manner that sales action comes from every segment of the industry, as shown in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry Classification</th>
<th>Literature Requested by Readers Surveyed</th>
<th>Literature Received by Survey Respondents</th>
<th>Specified Product</th>
<th>Recommended Product</th>
<th>Approved Product</th>
<th>Purchased Product</th>
<th>Still Investigating Product</th>
<th>Total Sales Actions</th>
<th>Sales Actions as % of Literature Received</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architects &amp; Designers</td>
<td>37,609</td>
<td>13,073</td>
<td>11,584</td>
<td>1,940</td>
<td>1,917</td>
<td>1,321</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>3,039</td>
<td>8,614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builders &amp; Contractors</td>
<td>78,279</td>
<td>23,001</td>
<td>19,939</td>
<td>1,781</td>
<td>2,251</td>
<td>2,069</td>
<td>2,518</td>
<td>6,604</td>
<td>15,223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial/Industrial</td>
<td>3,269</td>
<td>1,071</td>
<td>934</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineers</td>
<td>5,908</td>
<td>2,254</td>
<td>1,959</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>1,238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>2,976</td>
<td>1,165</td>
<td>1,051</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>3,643</td>
<td>1,645</td>
<td>1,432</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realty</td>
<td>7,616</td>
<td>2,514</td>
<td>2,262</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>1,605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Dealers</td>
<td>3,689</td>
<td>889</td>
<td>752</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcontractors</td>
<td>6,520</td>
<td>1,811</td>
<td>1,574</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>1,144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale Distributors</td>
<td>2,071</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others not identifying self</td>
<td>32,542</td>
<td>9,246</td>
<td>8,013</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>2,536</td>
<td>4,955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>184,122</strong></td>
<td><strong>57,327</strong></td>
<td><strong>50,064</strong></td>
<td><strong>5,023</strong></td>
<td><strong>6,224</strong></td>
<td><strong>4,709</strong></td>
<td><strong>4,115</strong></td>
<td><strong>15,665</strong></td>
<td><strong>35,736</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

McGraw-Hill's marketing and management publication of housing and light construction
House & Home
330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
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Solid railings on balconies (photo, above) permitted the use of glass to the floor—opening up the bedrooms, while screening them from the street.

A two-family retreat in a hodge-podge urban neighborhood

Zoning in the area is mixed—commercial, institutional and single-family. So two problems faced the architect/builder: first, the Birmingham, Mich. lot was too expensive ($20,000) to make a single-family home feasible; second, interior and exterior living areas had to be isolated from their busy surroundings.

The land-cost problem was solved by putting a pair of row-type units—three stories for the owner, two stories for a tenant—on the 60’x120’ lot. What about privacy? At the front upper stories are cantilevered so they are 20’ closer to the street than the ground floor. At the back top levels are recessed to cut off views of rear yards. Owner-architect-builder: Carl Luckenbach of O’Dell, Hewlett & Luckenbach.

TO PAGE 42

Upper stories are cantilevered to provide privacy from street and to form carports (section and photo, above).

Step-down living room (right), seen here from rear yard, leads up to dining room and kitchen (plans, above).
**New Heavy Duty Builders’ Sawcats are all muscle and bite**

Announcing a new trio of rugged Builders’ Sawcats, packed with the kind of Black & Decker power that gives top performance on the toughest jobs. Whether you choose the 6½", 7¼" or 8" Sawcat, you’ll find it’s lighter in weight and more compact. Pick up one of these well-balanced Sawcats and see how easy it is to handle; how much more you can cut without tiring. Note the vertical adjusting shoe; the comfortable LEXAN® handle that stays in the same upright position whatever the depth of cut. Each double-insulated Builders’ Sawcat is also equipped with a Black & Decker SUPERSHARP combination blade. It’s Black & Decker’s way of giving you more bite per buck.

Don’t make another cut until you’ve talked with your distributor about his special Spring values on Heavy Duty Builders’ Sawcats and the complete Black & Decker line of circular saws.

Expect the best from Black & Decker Power Tools

@General Electric Co.
Everything you always wanted to know about Modular Housing.*

Housing Research has just completed the most comprehensive, in-depth study ever published on modular housing. Available now in a limited edition.

Modular housing is already one of the fastest-growing industries in America. By 1980 it will be a $20 billion industry, one of the largest in the economy in terms of dollar sales and aggregate profits. Its growth will have a profound effect on all participants in the housing industry including conventional builders and material suppliers as well as the investing and consuming public.

If you are in modular housing now — or ever expect to be — let us send you more information about the BIBLE of the industry. It contains all there is to know about modular housing.

*But didn't know where to ask.

Housing Research Incorporated
High Crest Lake • Butler, New Jersey 07405

Gentlemen:
Tell me more about the Modular Housing BIBLE.

Name: ____________________________
Firm: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
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Why pay an answering service when you can own your own?

Dictaphone has a machine to make sure you never lose another cent through a missed phone call or a garbled message. In fact, we have a whole line of them.

They're called Ansafones. You can buy one outright or possibly lease it for about what you're paying your answering service now. And it works for you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

For a free brochure describing how much an Ansafone can help you, mail this coupon now.

Dictaphone
Box L-20120 Old Post Road, Rye, New York 10580

Please send me full details of the Ansafone line.

Name: ____________________________
Company: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________ State: ______ Zip Code: __________

Ansafone and Dictaphone are registered trademarks of Dictaphone Corp.
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The electric climate is for builders who want a faster return on their investment.

Paul P. Merritt built it into one "test" house and then built an amazing sales story with a 597-home development.

The story began when Paul P. Merritt went total electric in one home as an experiment. With everything electric, including the flameless electric heat, it sold almost instantly. Based on this success, he offered two total-electric models at Merrifields, his 597-home development in Portsmouth, Va.

Result? Orders for total-electric models rose rapidly from 35% in the first section to 100% in the last section. When the development was completed, more than 500 of the 597 homes had the electric climate.

Building with the electric climate builds profits. That's because total-electric features like clean, steady, even heat, and modern electric conveniences, build buyer appeal into every model. In addition, installation time and labor costs are lower.

Find out more about the flameless electric climate and how it can help you. Call your electric utility company today.

"Awarded to homes exemplifying electrical excellence.

Live better electrically

Electric Energy Association, 90 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
A high-cost renovation capitalizes on a high-priced waterfront site

Spending $56,000 to upgrade this 18-year-old duplex made economic sense because its site, in Newport Beach, Calif., is valued at roughly $140,000.

The original units were small—only 1,000 sq. ft. And a property-line wall blocked one view of Newport Harbor and cut the house off from a utility easement that's used as a beach (plan, below, right).

Square footage was more than doubled by adding a second story and turning old entry patios into new dining areas with two-story glass walls. And the unit at the left was opened to the side view by removing part of the property-line wall. The remodeling was designed by the owner of one unit—architect Herbert E. Riley of Riley/Bissell/Associates; Glenn C. Brockman was the contractor.

Remodeled duplex has two-story units with balconies that take advantage of the waterfront views.

New units (plans above) provide 2,140 sq. ft. of living space for each owner. (Plans show only one of the two mirror units, unshaded plan is first floor, shaded plan, second floor.) Original plan (below) wasted valuable space on recessed entrance patios, and a solid property line wall ran the length of the house on the left, blocking views.

Living room, seen from two-level dining area, opens to patio and waterfront. Original fireplaces, slabs, footings, heating and plumbing systems were retained.

Original duplex, a one-story house built in 1954, provided only minimal living space and failed to make the most of views of water and landscaped areas.
Red cedar shingles bring warmth and elegance to a factory-built dormitory.

Coming up with campus housing that appeals to students and comptrollers alike is nothing short of impossible. But it happened at Massachusetts' Bradford Junior College. The solution was a factory-built dormitory with the look of a series of custom-built townhouses. Helping to keep costs low and beauty high is red cedar. The richly textured cedar shingles were economical to install in a sidewall application. They remain maintenance-free for decades. And their natural beauty lends an added touch of elegance to the design and to the campus.

For your next housing project, specify the real thing: red cedar Certigrade shingles or Certi-Split hand-split shakes. They're worth it. For details and money-saving application tips, write: 5510 White Building, Seattle, Washington 98101. (In Canada: 1055 West Hastings Street, Vancouver 1, B.C.)

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau
One of a series presented by members of the American Wood Council.
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NAHB's new president looks beyond 1972—and sees a strong market for the next decade

Stanley Waranch used to be a disc jockey. Radio listeners knew him as Stan-the-record-man. But in December 1948 his father-in-law persuaded him to try home building for a year—and he's been at it ever since.

In fact he was so intrigued by the business that it wasn't long before he became active in industry association service. During 1952-53 he was the first president of the Tidewater Association of Home Builders. After other posts during the past years include the presidency of both the Virginia State Assn. and the Builders and Contractors Exchange. In 1970 he was appointed to Federal Home Loan Bank Advisory Board and he also is a member of an advisory committee to Federal National Mortgage Assn.

Last month he became president of NAHB. Through the last 23 years the firm of Buxbaum & Waranch has expanded from home building and land development in the Norfolk-Virginia Beach area into insurance and general contracting. And Waranch and his partners, brother Seeman and brother-in-law Stuart H. Buxbaum, have tried their hands at a variety of projects. For example they built the Air Force's first high-rise family units in the continental United States—at Langley Air Force Base. As to his most unusual endeavor, Stanley Waranch looks to four sewage treatment plants which the company built and operates as a public utility at Virginia Beach.

NAHB's new president is married to the former Carol Buxbaum. They have four daughters.

At any period in history the state of the nation's economy has a unique and primary impact on the ability of American families to purchase or rent the housing they need. The ease with which families and builders can obtain financing at reasonable cost largely determines whether the housing industry can meet the nation's needs and goals.

Last year, the savings rate in thrift institutions was high, mortgage money was readily available and pressure on interest rates eased. One result was a record-breaking year—more than 2-million units.

As we begin 1972, housing momentum is strong, the savings flow, healthy and the outlook is for a further decline in mortgage rates.

So, most prognosticators look for an even better year—in the way of the numbers—than in 1971. We agree with this forecast, 1972 should be a good year for home and apartment building.

Nevertheless, the problems encountered in 1971 are still with us, with no instant magical solution on the horizon. We're still fighting the battles of codes, zoning, labor costs and no-growth movements among communities. We're still trying to get sense and reasonableness into safety regulations for the light residential construction industry, and we're still making a big effort to improve the quality of life.

So perhaps for purpose of this discussion it would be pertinent to look beyond the immediate horizon and, since the legs of time won't be broken, look towards our market in the years ahead.

For the remainder of this decade time and population growth seem to be working in favor of the housing market so far as customers are concerned.

The bulk of the population increase in the seventies will be in two age groups: those between 20 and 30—prime rental prospects—and those between 30 and 40—first home buyers. The first group should increase by about 9.2 million, the second, by about 8.9 million. Growth in the latter group marks a decided shift from the sixties when there was a net loss of almost 2-million persons in the 30 to 40-year bracket.

During that same period there was an increase of about 9-million people in the 20 to 30-year old group, one of the biggest reasons for the soaring rise in apartment construction in the decade.

Now, in this forthcoming ten-year period, we find a growing market for both rental units and single-family homes.

Of those entering the period in their lives when they are most likely to purchase homes, and usually for the first time, the biggest increase (about 50%) will occur in the 30 to 34 age group. They are likely targets for $25,000 to $30,000 homes.

The more mature group (those between 35 and 40 who will be seeking more expensive homes, say of $30,000 to $40,000) will increase by about 20%.

Although population numbers will be working for the housing industry, attitudes among these age groups will determine in large measure the extent of the industry's success during 1972 and in coming years.

The problems of environmental pollution, of the quality of life and of the quality of products weigh heavily on the minds of these consumers. Our industry must demonstrate unmistakably that it is as concerned as any single consumer or group and is doing something about these problems.

While satisfying consumer requirements is a continuing requisite for the industry, there are other more immediate concerns. Not the least of these are the regulations prescribed under the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 which became effective last September 27, for "light residential construction."

These extensive regulations were primarily written with heavy construction in mind. But they have been applied to light residential construction with little practical consideration being given to the different work practices in our industry.

Here are a few representative examples:

- Regulations for scaffolding are extensive, all scaffolds more than 6' above ground or floor, must have 42'-high guard rails with median rail and toe boards on all open sides. In many cases this rule would apply to scaffolding over 4' high. The use of shore pump jacks or lean-to scaffolding is prohibited.
- Where the eave of a roof is more than 10' above the ground and the roof slope greater than 3:12, a catch platform must be installed below the work area of the roof. It should extend 2' beyond the roof and have standard 42'-high railing. An alternate requirement is for workers to wear safety belts attached to life lines.

The industry naturally is concerned with the protection of its workers on any jobs. But the regulations, as now promulgated, certainly need a more reasonable application in the light residential area.

Educating employees to their responsibilities under these rules is a real problem. So, NAHB has distributed "Construction Safety Guidelines" to assist members in responding to the requirements.

NAHB also has prepared an extensive educational program consisting of a series of slide-sound tape programs and illustrated home manuals, which are available to HBAs and their members.

Because the Department of Labor has not recognized the different work practices and lesser hazards of the light residential construction industry, NAHB has funded a program for the development of consensus standards for residential construction safety. Upon completion by the American National Standards Institute, they will be submitted to the Department of Labor as a consensus standard provided for under the 1970 act. At that time we would fully expect that they would be accepted in lieu of the present regulations.
With some windows, installation is only half the job. This one you put in and forget.

This is the Malta V.P. Double Hung window. The complete unit is factory assembled and requires no additional exterior painting on the job. So it's a snap to install. And it's clad with durable Geon® vinyl to assure years of beauty with minimum maintenance.

All exterior frame parts are protected with Geon vinyl. Geon vinyl is laminated to steel for the weatherstripping. The nailing flanges are rigid Geon vinyl for quick, weathertight installation. It's truly a weather resistant window.

Manufacturers of building products are continually discovering the dependability of Geon vinyl for maintenance-free beauty and ease of installation. For example, dent-resistant siding, hot and cold water pipes, DWV pipes, moldings, venting systems, and door frames.

Ask us how vinyl can help you.

B.F.Goodrich Chemical Company, Dept. H-24, 3135 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44115.

BF Goodrich...in pursuit of excellence
The whole mortgage game will be easier and simpler for builders—and perhaps as early as next year

Both new secondary markets for conventional mortgage programs are about to begin trading. One is sponsored by the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp. (FHLMC or Freddy Mac), one by the Federal National Mortgage Assn. (FNMA, or Fanny May).

These programs won't make a great difference this year because the supply of deposits in savings institutions, private industry's providers of mortgage money, is still so very abundant.

But in the long run, and perhaps as early as 1973, the quasi-government exchanges should have a major impact on housing. Here are some of the changes they'll bring:

- Builder financing will become more competitive, nationally and locally.
- The money market for builders will become less fragmented, more homogenous. There will be more one-stop sources for all builder's financing requirements.
- Loan rates and terms, for both interim and end loans, will be more nearly uniform across the country.
- Restrictive state usury laws will be repealed in many, perhaps most states.
- There will be fewer localized tight-money situations.
- Year-to-year fluctuations in local housing activity should be lessened.
- The impact on housing of a nationwide credit crunch should be at least slightly ameliorated.
- And finally, FHA's role is likely to be greatly diminished except in the financing of subsidized or social-purpose housing.

Markets at work. We see all these consequences growing out of a few simple provisions. The most important are:

Savings institutions that are members of the FHLMC—and this includes some savings and commercial banks as well as nearly all savings & loans—may now originate conventional loans for resale to FHLMC, to FNMA or to other member institutions. The S&Ls are being encouraged to establish servicing corporations as subsidiaries to service loans sold out-of-state.

FNMA will purchase conventional loans from mortgage bankers or other originators in the same manner, and with the same type of auction proceeding, as it now purchases FHA and VA loans.

- FHLMC will also purchase conventional apartment loans.
- The uniform pattern will be introduced to the conventional loan market. All conventional loans sold to FNMA will have uniform provisions and appraisal procedures. All conventional loans sold to FHLMC will have uniform provisions—although not the same as FNMA's—and essentially uniform appraisal procedures with some local flexibility. The importance of this development should not be underrated. It was the uniform mortgage instrument as much as the insurance feature that made possible the national market in FHA and VA loans. In time, we should see a substantial private secondary market in conventional loans, perhaps larger than FNMA and FHLMC together.

The FHLMC will buy conventional mortgages up to 95% of value and FNMA, up to 90% (with insurance above 75%). For both agencies the limit for such low downpayment mortgages is $33,000. The FHLMC will buy apartment loans up to 80% of value, with insurance for the top 5%.

An exit for FHA? One obvious effect of all these changes is that the differences between FHA financing and conventional financing will narrow, until eventually the question may be raised: why have FHA altogether except for subsidized or social-purpose housing?

The new programs (in combination with FHLMC's recent program for supporting FHA loan originations by S&L's) will wipe out the differentiations in local markets.

In the past, builders knew that their primary source for an FHA loan was probably a local mortgage banker, for a conventional loan, a local S&L. At any given time some S&Ls might be tight for cash while others had cash piling up and were pricing loans accordingly. Some S&Ls were large enough to handle the entire volume of a large builder, some were not.

Now both S&Ls and mortgage bankers will be sources for both kinds of loans.

In the construction loan market it will now be possible, at least in theory, for S&Ls to commit their entire savings flow to construction lending and to sell all their end loans to FHLMC. Mortgage bankers will be forced to stay competitive.

At last—rate uniformity. Regional differences in conventional mortgage rates have been shrinking in recent years. Currently the spread in rates between the cheapest and the dearest local market is about half a percentage point. Only a few years ago that would have been a full percentage point. Now the secondary market for conventional loans will iron out most of what differences remain. The rate for all local markets will be set by the national investors, whether FNMA, FHLMC or the insurance companies. It will be difficult to obtain a premium above this in even the hottest local market and the most cash-burdened lender in the dullest market will not be satisfied with less.

The same pressures of the national market will make it difficult for states to retain unrealistic usury law ceilings, just as today there are only three or four states which have ceilings which apply to FHA-VA loans. In turn, this should make it more acceptable to consider variable-interest mortgages, which are probably the final answer to the costly spams of tight and loose in the mortgage market.

We learned in 1966 and 1969 that a tight-money crisis does not impinge uniformly throughout the country. Lenders in some markets run dry sooner or more completely or recover more slowly than those in other markets. A national secondary market should help to even the impact.

But differences in local lending patterns aren't limited to tight-money periods. In ordinary times (not counting this past year, when every market was flush with money), of two markets 100 miles apart and with comparable economies, one may be building up to the limits of demand and beyond, the other may be marking time—depending on their local lending patterns. A national secondary market in which local institutions may be either sellers or buyers should, on the one hand, reduce the temptation to the cash-rich to overlend and, on the other hand, encourage the cash-poor lender.

In the event of another nationwide credit crunch, how will the new secondary markets function? In principle, at least, they should be able to funnel money into local markets when local savers cannot. The ability of a government sponsored secondary market to supply money for housing is limited only by its ability to raise funds in the open markets and its willingness to accept temporary losses, as FNMA demonstrated in 1969 and 1970. I don't argue that such fund-raising in competition with private lenders is, all things considered, good for the housing industry; in fact I have serious doubts that it is. But there is no questioning that it can be made to work.

FHA-VA homebuilders sailed through the 1969-70 crisis with much less disruption of normal activities, if any, than conventional builders, who had no such friend in high places.

IRVING ROSE, PRESIDENT, ADVANCE MORTGAGE CORP., DETROIT
Sliding Door

Swinging Door

Same Price

Only Ford vans have so many better ideas that make vans easier to drive, to service, to use.

Now you have a choice of conventional swinging doors or, at the same price, a new gliding side door for cargo handling in cramped alleys and beside loading docks. Three separate tracks, at top, bottom and center, give bridge-like support for solid, smooth one-hand operation, tight seal.

Shorter outside, easier to park. Compared to other makes with similar loadspace, Econolines have significantly less overall length for better maneuverability in city-delivery operations.

Easy, out-front servicing. Routine service points are right at hand under convenient outside hood: water, oil, battery, wiper motor, voltage regulator, and many others.

Strong, Twin-I-Beam Independent Front Suspension—Ford's exclusive design smooths the going for both load and driver. Two forged steel I-beam axles provide strength and durability; wide wheel stance means stability in cross winds.

Wider at top for built-ins. Body sides are more vertical, wider apart at top than other vans. Built-in units fit better.

Sales leader for 11 straight years.


Engine clear forward. In Ford's clear-deck design, engine is forward—all the way out of cargo area. Over 8½ ft. clear floor behind driver's seat...over 10 ft. in the SuperVan.

FORD ECONOLINE VANS
Look at it this way: You’re not selling a company. You’re buying a network.

There are land developers, builders, materials suppliers, land sales companies, mortgagors, etcetera, etcetera, etcetera.

But, until now, there’s been no one organization to finance, support and coordinate it all, to make possible the bigger, better ventures we need to keep pace with population.

Well, now there’s one: First Realty Investment Corporation (FRI) is building the great American Real Estate Network.

A totally-integrated, publicly-held network of real estate-oriented manufacturing, financial, supply and service companies, builders and developers, working autonomously for the good of each and all.

(FRI, in case you didn’t know, is a creation of the same people who invented the mortgage investment trust.)

FRI is interested strictly in acquiring, merging and joint-venturing with solid, successful companies grounded in real estate-oriented operations.

FRI supplies financial support and corporate expertise, as well as business contacts to the Network.

While the other members continue, under their own corporate names and managers, to work at building themselves into bigger, more important factors in their fields.

FRI will coordinate major operations, through the planning, financing, production, marketing, sales and management stages and beyond.

But it’s up to the responsible FRI Network members to actually follow through. So there’s no loss of identity, control or prestige.

What’s more in the FRI Network, there will be no junior partners. And no “junior” companies need apply.

FRI is interested in acquiring only firms netting at least $200,000 to $500,000 annually, after taxes, whose futures are as bright as their past performance and profits.

For additional information, write: First Realty Investment Corporation, Senior Vice President—Corporate Development, Dept. 00, 801 Forty-First Street, Miami Beach, Florida 33140. Or call 305/531-8661.

First Realty Investment Corporation.
The great American Real Estate Network. We’re building it.
Three recent decisions by enlightened, far­seeing state courts are of special significance to home builders and municipal officials concerned with housing. They have changed the rules of the zoning game so that it favors people rather than statistics. Each has been the product of a courageous judge with a real vision of the future, supported apparently to home builders and municipal officials economic questions involved. They are more important to Americans generally. Highlights are enough to show the very important implications.

In a case known as Molino, Judge W. Orvyl Schalick of the Superior Court of New Jersey had before him a challenge to a rezoning ordinance enacted by the Borough of Glassboro, N.J. To anyone knowledgeable about building, it was obvious that the rezoning ordinance was passed for the purpose of running up the price of an apartment development which was partially completed at the time the ordinance was enacted. The Borough of Glassboro dictated that at least 70% of the units had to have two bedrooms and that no more than 5% have three bedrooms. Other provisions called for at least eight sq. ft. of swimming pool or tennis court space for every 1,000 sq. ft. of living space, central air conditioning, a master TV antenna and a garbage disposal in each unit. (How they justified this as being related to the “health, safety and welfare” is difficult to see.) There were other requirements considerably altering the original plan.

The town attempted to justify its action on the basis of the fact that it was exercising its right to upgrade the zoning ordinance. As the court framed the question, “they [the town] are urging judicial sanction to be given to their efforts to avoid an increase of tax burden.”

The court struck down the argument in well-phrased language. It said that there was a right to live as a family and not be subject to limitation on the number of members of the family by a zoning ordinance. The court said that such barriers would offend the equal protection clause of the Constitution. It branded such types of ordinances as “exclusive” and further said that “zoning is not a boundless license to structure a municipality.” The court went on to say that “Mr. Average Man” who is employed in the town and who spends his money in the business district should not be barred from living there by the creation of zoning ordinances that run the rental figures up so high that he cannot afford to live there with his family.

In another New Jersey case involving the Township of Madison and the State of New Jersey as defendants (the Oakwood case), Judge Purman of the Superior Court (Middlesex County) struck down a new zoning ordinance enacted by Madison Township. Like the Glassboro ordinance, Madison’s restricted apartments to two-bedroom units, and even those were limited to 20% of the total number of units in any apartment development. The ordinance went even further, restricting the number to 200 in any given year. The Township wanted to put a moratorium on all kinds of residential construction in order to “catch its breath”—a common syndrome among small-town officials.

While the court went out of its way not to strike down “fiscal zoning” which permits towns to zone for better ratables, it did put a severe dent in the concept. The court said that while pursuing a valid zoning purpose, the town could not ignore local and regional housing needs. It alluded to the fact that the town should accept its fair share of the obligation to meet the housing needs of the greater region; and it held that the prime purpose of zoning was to promote a reasonably balanced community in accordance with the general welfare. It found that the ordinance—the typical one-to-an-acre minimum—was not defensible on any one of the grounds advanced by the town. In so holding, the court struck down the entire zoning ordinance of the Township of Madison and declared it constitutionally indefensible. The lesson here is that the municipalities ought to learn to take in their fair share of the burden.

One of the most significant opinions to come down from a state court in recent years (and ranking with the Girsh and Kit Mar opinions written by Justice Samuel J. Roberts of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court [H&H, Jan., ‘71] was written by Justice Sullivan of the Supreme Court of California and is known as Serrano. The opinion contains so much that it is almost impossible to review it in all of the detail it deserves.

Basically, the matter was brought before the California Supreme Court by a group of taxpayers who stated that the entire system of school financing in California was constitutionally defective.

By way of background, it is important to note that California finances its school taxes in much the same way as other jurisdictions in the United States, that is, by local and real estate taxation. Because of the zoning practices in the various communities, there are highly differing tax ratables from which to draw the school tax.

The court examined the entire system of school taxation and, inferentially, its land and zoning practices. It found that the manner in which school taxes were collected—which depended in turn upon land-use practices—tended to produce a system where wildly different amounts of money were obtained from certain school districts and spent on school children in those districts as compared to other school districts. The court went through a painstaking analysis of these sources of school revenue and the manner in which that money was disbursed. It noted that in Baldwin Park, the assessed valuation for a school child was only $4,706, while in Pasadena it was $13,706, and in Beverly Hills it ran to a high of $50,885.

The court looked into the California equalization program, which makes grants in aid to the various school districts along a per capita and flat basis, and analyzed its effect. Even taking those figures into account, it found the entire system produced a grossly and unequal amount of money spent in certain school districts as compared to others. The court then took a very “facts of life” approach to the entire problem, holding that the net effect of all of this did
The Fireplace of Many Faces... permits endless variations in authentic hearth and mantel decor, in any setting. Installs in corners, "stacked" in apartments, anywhere! Preway's "Custom" Model 868 burns wood, is U.L. Listed for 100% "zero clearance" to framing materials. No need for masonry! Exclusive Chimney Package, with decorative or contemporary styled housing fits any roof pitch, accommodates plumb or offset installations.

HERE'S WHAT IT MEANS TO YOU!
• Great versatility... with a broad range of popular models and styles to harmonize or accent any decor. Add the exclusive Preway Chimney Package, and you can fill any installation requirement.
• Low initial cost... stems from our high-volume, manufacturing to supply major national accounts. Low cost per unit.
• Excellent delivery... most fireplace orders, large or small, are shipped factory-direct from our huge inventory within 48 hours.
• Product styling... keeps up with new ideas, techniques, but is welded to old fashioned VALUE.
• Select from the best... Preway. A company with important financial strength, reliability, and a reputation for marketing successes.

INVESTIGATE THE PREWAY PAYOFF TODAY!
Write us on your letterhead, for the name and location of your nearest Preway distributor.
U. S. Home Corporation

729,662 Shares

Common Stock
(Par Value $.10 Per Share)

Price $25.375 Per Share

$20,000,000

5½% Convertible Subordinated Debentures due 1996

Price 100%
(Plus accrued interest from December 1, 1971 to date of delivery and payment.)

Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained in any State in which this announcement is circulated from only such of the undersigned or other dealers or brokers as may lawfully offer these securities in such State.
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The best dressed homes wear
Bird Solid Vinyl Siding.

Low maintenance is a powerful selling point
to the second-time home buyer.

Who wants to paint every few years? Who wants to spend all that money? Or waste all that time doing it himself? That's why Bird Solid Vinyl Siding is so appealing — especially to the second-time and third-time buyers who've had it with costly, laborious upkeep.

Bird solid vinyl never needs paint. Never peels, blisters, flakes, or rots like wood. Can't dent, corrode, pit or make noise like metal. Insulates beautifully, deadens street noises and can't attract electricity or support fire.

And Bird has it all — the one complete vinyl product line: Bird solid vinyl siding, smooth and textured, in various widths, lovely colors; shutters; gutters and downspouts; soffit and fascia systems.

To attract today's new breed of leisure-loving homeowners, dress your homes with low maintenance Bird. And watch them move.
Available in all standard heights plus new 42" model.

Substrate panels, full 5/8" thick. Covered both sides with tough, good looking polyester laminate.

15" deep units have handy door storage plus added shelf depth. Store more!

Self-closing drawers, larger than any others on the market.

5/8" thick doors have self-closing adjustable hinges.

Handsome hardware with open back plate. Want color? Add accents!

Single door base cabinets have easy gliding slide-out shelves.
Our new Spacemakers do what they're named for, and more.

Our new Spacemaker cabinet line can make extra space in any kitchen. The trick is in the new 15"-deep wall cabinets included in the standard line and available in a complete range of sizes. And in the new 42"-high wall cabinet available in both 12" and 15" depths. All extra-deep cabinets have 12" shelves. Optional door-mounted shelves are also available. The large bottom storage area holds over-size serving dishes. And single-door wall cabinets have adjustable shelves.

Even the Spacemaker drawers make extra space because of center-mounted slides and the absence of cabinet front frames. They're the largest in the cabinet industry.

The "more" in Spacemakers
Spacemakers also feature a unique construction. Wall cabinets (including doors) are made completely of 5/8" panels, joined by glued dowels. Base cabinets are the same except for a hardboard back that reduces weight.

Spacemakers are finished inside and out. Both sides of every panel and shelf are permanently laminated with warm pecan wood-grain polyester sheets. So, Spacemakers are beautiful and easy to clean, inside and out.

Because tops and bottoms are finished, Spacemaker wall cabinets can be inverted... there are no rights or lefts.

All these features add up to a cabinet as revolutionary as the Shrink Pack that protects it. This unique shipping package is waterproof, corner-cushioned with Polystyrene blocks, see-through and easy to discard. So it's sure to save you time and money.

See the new Spacemakers at your Yorktowne distributor. Or write for more information. You could become a better space-maker. Colonial Products Co., Red Lion, Pennsylvania 17356, manufacturers of better kitchen cabinets since 1936.

Yorktowne KITCHENS
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Write and we'll flood you with ceramic tile ideas. On how to stop a buyer in his tracks with American Olean's new designs. Shapes. Textures. And the new colored problem-free grouts.

With natural materials such a terrific trend, why stop your trade-ups at the bathroom? Steer your buyers into a spectacular ceramic tile foyer. Dining room. Living room. Kitchen. Mudroom. Hall. Show how distinctive ceramic tile can be.

And be sure to say it's American Olean. Our full color ads have been pre-selling your buyers. So they'll know it's a quality product when you mention our name.

American Olean Tile Company,
1623 Cannon Ave., Lansdale, Pa. 19446.

Anywhere, everywhere - ceramic tile. It's the natural thing to use.
JOB MARKET—a new service from House & Home may be the answer to your problem if you are looking for a marketing VP, construction superintendent, estimator, president, project manager, designer, purchasing agent, architect, sales manager or even a new job for yourself.

With over 400,000 readers active in every phase of housing and light construction, House & Home now offers employers low cost access to a unique pool of management, supervisory and creative talent to fill job openings.

For the man looking for a new position himself, Job Market offers low cost access to those builder firms accounting for over 90% of the single-family and apartment starts as well as access to thousands of architectural, engineering, commercial, financial, realty, subcontracting and distributing firms with an important stake in housing.

The cost is $2.00 per word with a minimum of 25 words. Your complete address or use of a private box number counts as 5 words. Typewritten text is needed the first of the month preceding the date of the desired issue. Payment in full must accompany your order. Send to JOB MARKET, House & Home, 330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036.
Leisure World wanted a quality faucet that needed a minimum of maintenance. So I got them 50,000 Delta faucets.

Kennedy Mechanical Contractors

Leisure World is just that. A beautiful retirement community in California that's become a new living concept in America. And for the maintenance crew and the plumbing contractor, it's even more of a leisure world. Because during the 7-year history of Leisure World, they've hardly had to repair or replace any of the community's 50,000 Delta faucets.

But beside its great maintenance record, Delta single handle faucets were chosen because of their ease of operation. And because they look as good as they work.

As John Kennedy said, "Seven years ago when Ross Cortese, the developer of Leisure World, awarded me the project, he said he wanted a Class A job. And with Delta faucets that's just what he got."

We can tell you even more about the full line of trouble-free Delta faucets. Just write Delta Faucet Co., a Division of Masco Corporation, Greensburg, Indiana 47240.

Delta Faucet. Simply beautiful.
Get a community closer to nature fast.

Weyerhaeuser® Lighting Standards are an environmental system with hundreds of combinations for residential areas, schools, shopping centers, parks and urban renewal projects.

The laminated wood standards come in two shapes: straight and curved, from 8 to 30 feet, plus one- and two-way crossarms. The design flexibility is fascinating.

And now, thanks to the special adaptor brackets, almost any luminaire with an integral ballast can be used in the system.

Weyerhaeuser Lighting Standards are treated for long life with penta in light solvent. You can stain the standards or leave them natural.

For more information on this environmental lighting system, refer to your Sweet's Architectural File or send us the coupon.

CIRCLE 61 ON READER SERVICE CARD

To: Weyerhaeuser Company, Box B-8728
   Tacoma, Washington 98401

☐ Please send me data on Weyerhaeuser Lighting Standards.
☐ I'd like to talk to a representative.

Name ____________________________
Firm ____________________________
Address ___________________________
City __________________ State ________ Zip _________
It's a very historic bathroom—Mount Vernon by Williams. An excellent example of the sales-influencing beauty of Williams bathroom furniture. Period elegance is combined with modern utility. Mount Vernon is just one of many Williams styles in stock at your distributor for immediate delivery. Williams gives you a complete, top-quality package at modest cost. Cabinets, tops, medicine cabinets and mirrors, and lighting arrive all together, ready to install. Cultured marble tops are available in white and three colors with integral bowls. Women love Williams bathrooms. Put them in your custom and spec homes and in apartments and townhouses. See all the Williams styles. Write for full color catalog and the name of your nearest distributor.
Ends and means

Just because there's a lot of criticism of the major subsidized-housing programs, let's not lose sight of the ultimate goal.

More than a year ago we pointed out the long-range opportunities for builders in the two chief mortgage subsidy programs, FHA Sections 235 and 236. But we also raised a couple of very basic questions:

First of all, what will happen when the first inevitable scandals break?
Second, how long will Congress tolerate the cumulative subsidy bill?

Well, the first scandals have broken—notably in Detroit but also in other cities (see p. 9), and congressional investigators are digging into the mess. For the most part the Detroit scandals involve re-habbed housing. But elsewhere, there have also been charges of substandard construction and bad design.

The upshot: corner cutting by a few builders, loose practices by a few lenders and lax procedures by a few FHA offices have given the whole subsidy effort a black eye.

Mushrooming subsidy costs are another matter. Interest subsidies continue for the life of each mortgage, and costs pile on top of costs as more and more housing is built. At some point the bill may become unbearable to Congress—perhaps as early as this year.

Nor are abuse of the government programs and the mushrooming subsidy bill the only problems. Critics also point out that HUD seems to be more interested in using subsidies to fuel up overall housing production than to provide housing for the low-income families who need it most. As a result, some subsidized housing is going to people who don't really need it—upwardly mobile young couples, for example.

There is certainly considerable validity to all this criticism of the subsidy programs and the way they are run. But we don't think that's the important question.

Basically, the idea of housing subsidies is sound. The plain fact is that more and more Americans can't afford something as fundamental to human welfare as adequate shelter. So they must be subsidized in some form.

And let's not get hung up on the idea that there's something un-American or immoral about federal subsidies. For years the government has subsidized other industries, and some rich ones at that—oil, trucking and agriculture, for example. If the government can afford to bail out a Lockheed Aircraft, it can certainly put decent roofs over the heads of ill-housed families.

Furthermore, this is one case where discharging a moral obligation is also good business. Housing led the national economy in 1971, and roughly 25% of that year's housing starts—more than 500,000 units—were government subsidized. Without those 500,000 units, it would have been just another so-so year for builders.

The present programs may need major revamping. Maybe, as some cities are saying, they should even be junked. But subsidies in some form or another are absolutely necessary.

One possible form, now being tested by HUD, is a cash allowance which would let families shop for housing in the free market (see p. 4). Builders probably won't like the idea because it takes them out of the direct line of subsidies. But if it works, it will stimulate sales and rentals all through the free market. What's more, it could cut out a lot of red tape and bypass local resistance to concentrations of low-income housing.

In a word then, there's plenty of room for argument over the means to the end. But we can see no logical argument against the end itself.

JOHN F. GOLDSMITH
Here's something new for the mom-and-pop
The mom-and-pop investor has always represented a small, but solid market—buying anything from a duplex to a small apartment building, living in one part and realizing income from the rest.

This project in Moraga, Calif. lets mom and pop go a couple of steps further. They have a choice of investing in two-, three- or four-unit buildings. They invest in not just a building, but a planned community with a wide range of amenities. And thanks to these amenities they get a package that is unusually attractive to prospective tenants—most of them empty nesters.

The package has proven highly successful. Each of its 18 buildings was sold long before completion.

The typical investor-buyer is himself an empty nester with a small amount to invest and some very special requirements. He wants to invest in something he can feel and touch, rather than become part of a syndicate. He wants income and the tax advantages of owning income-producing property.

As for his way of life, he wants to escape from the burden of a large house. But he still wants to own his own home and, significantly, the land under it.

To tap this market, a partnership made up of architect Robert Goetz (of Goetz, Hallenbeck & Goetz Inc.), builder Stephen E. Block and real estate broker Clark Wallace, created Villa Moraga. It’s best described as a cross between townhouses and apartments, with a touch of condominium thrown in.

Investor-buyers take title to the land under their buildings, just as they would if this were a conventional townhouse or single-family project. But public areas—gardens, pools, laundry facilities, etc.—are jointly owned through a building owners’ association to which each of the 18 building owners belong. Each owner has 1/18 interest in the public areas. Common space is assigned with building titles.

The association has established garden and maintenance responsibilities for individual buildings as well as common areas. It pays property taxes on commonly-owned areas and insures them against damage and liability. A resident manager is employed by the association.

Despite its hybrid nature, the project encountered few problems. For one thing the developers knew they had a waiting market. They knew that a lot of would-be investors had wanted to buy small buildings in other large rental projects in the area. But these projects were being sold to large investment groups, and the small investors didn’t want to be swallowed up in such groups where they wouldn’t know who was running the operation.

Also, financing was no problem. Because buyers were ready and waiting for the buildings to be completed, only construction loans were needed. And since there were no take-outs, there was no interim-financing-point problem—a big break because the project came in when money was very tight.

Having a waiting list of buyers helped in another way. The developers got a big plug from newspapers when the project was announced, so there were no large advertising or promotion expenses. In fact, there were more prospects than buildings—important since tight money knocked out some early prospects.

Despite the project’s success there are caveats for anyone contemplating a similar development. The main one is that this type of project probably will only work in an upper middle-class area that has predominately large single-family homes owned by couples of middle years whose children have grown and left home. These couples—be they investor-buyers or their tenants—want to stay where they’ve lived most of their lives, near family and friends.

The units have to be large enough to accommodate the furnishings buyers bring from previous homes, allow them to maintain their usual living pattern and attract permanent rather than transient tenants, to minimize turnovers.

Prices should be in a range that permits investor-buyers to close with a moderate amount of cash. At Villa Moraga the average amount was $15,000 to $20,000.

Further, the project has to be planned so that it reflects the status of the owners. That’s what the next two pages are about.

---

**BUDGET FOR CALENDAR 1971 VILLA MORAGA ASSOCIATION**

**COMMON AREA PHASE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gardening Services</td>
<td>$6,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water (Landscape Areas &amp; Swimming Pool)</td>
<td>$1,400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laundry Utilities &amp; Landscape</td>
<td>$3,600.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and common area lighting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool Service, Supplies &amp; Repair</td>
<td>$900.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking Area Repair &amp; Maintenance</td>
<td>$500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance (PL and PO)</td>
<td>$300.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ASSESSMENT**

**BUILDINGS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Monthly Assessment Per Building</th>
<th>Annual Assessment Per Building</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 Duplexes</td>
<td>$73.65</td>
<td>$883.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Triplexes</td>
<td>$107.55</td>
<td>$1,290.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Fourplexes</td>
<td>$123.39</td>
<td>$1,468.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL ANNUAL ASSESSMENT** $20,460.00
Villa Moraga is a series of neighborhoods

And no two are alike, even though there are only five different plans for the 53 units.

Duplex, triplex and fourplex buildings, in various combinations of one and two stories, are sited to take best advantage of the sloping land and to provide each unit with a view of surrounding hillsides. Thus the configuration of each cluster is different, giving the project a custom feeling—very important to this kind of market.

Quality also is reflected in the size of the units (935 to 1,650 sq. ft.) and in the relatively high rents which range from $260 for the smallest units to $415 for the two-level units.

But despite the project's rather exclusive nature, building prices—$61,000 to $110,000—are not overly high when balanced against ownership advantages for this kind of income-producing property. Buyers can expect a higher-than-usual equity buildup since property values in the area are increasing rapidly: the current rate is 7% per year, and it is expected to go higher as the new Bay Area Rapid Transit system providing access to San Francisco/Oakland/Berkeley, is completed.

Interestingly, the yet-unbuilt two-thirds of the project will not be completed by the same developers. The project was so impressive to a local townhouse builder that he made an offer that was too attractive to be turned down.

But the mom-and-pop investor concept has proved so successful that it is being copied in many other local projects.
Neighborhood focal point is a pool (above) or tree-lined sitting area. Owners have title to areas around buildings, but maintenance is up to the association.

Step-down siting, (left), conforming with the natural slope of the land gives each unit in the one- and two-story buildings a view of surrounding hillsides.

Raised dining room in C unit (right) looks across living room to private patio. When C-over-C-plans form two-story buildings, upper living room opens to deck.

California design is apparent in entrance closeup (below). Heavily-textured plaster walls are trimmed in dark wood. Roofs are Spanish red tile.
PROJECT: The Oak Brook Club
LOCATION: Oak Brook, Ill.
DEVELOPER: American Growth Development Corp.
ARCHITECT: Richard Leitch/Sam Kiyotoki & Associates
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Theodore Brickman Co.
SITE SIZE: 25 acres
NUMBER OF UNITS: 324 condominiums
PRICE OF UNITS: $63,000 to $88,000
The Oak Brook Club is designed for the upper-income buyer who no longer wants the bother of maintaining a large home but still needs much more living space than the typical apartment provides. The one-story condominium units range from 1,750 to 2,600 sq. ft.—the equivalent of a good-sized house; community facilities provide additional entertaining areas; and the project’s park-line environment epitomizes luxury and elegance.
Site plan shows three building groups around a central community and recreation area. Building at lower left has 108 units, now fully occupied. Second phase, lower right, will have 96 units, most of them considerably larger than those in first phase. Entire site is enclosed by fences.
Gatehouse [far left on facing page] helps provide security that is all-important to high-income empty nesters. They can travel without fear of vandalism or burglary. Community center (right on facing page) contains saunas, shower rooms, a bar and dressing rooms for pool. Residents can reserve it for large parties.

Brook [above] and rolling terrain are man-made improvements on a site that was originally flat, treeless and totally without personality. Sprinkler water is taken from lakes (site plan, facing page). Make-up water is provided by wells. Some hills were created to hide less-than-ideal views of adjacent property.
Five models are available in the second phase of The Oak Brook Club. One has a single bedroom plus library, other four have two bedrooms plus library. All have separate dining rooms, lots of closets, luxurious master bedroom appointments. These models have the same number of rooms as those in the project's first phase, but the rooms are roughly 25% larger. Reason: the biggest models sold fastest in the first phase. Sales have justified the increase: more than half of the 48 units now under construction have reservations. Buyers have shown no clear preference for different floors.

Parking space (top photo, facing page) for residents is all underground; there are more than two spaces per unit. Three-story design (bottom photo, facing page) helps maximize open land. All trees had to be brought in, and boulders were imported from as far away as 100 miles to get the proper colors.
Here's a totally new method of

Developed by a Hercules Inc. subsidiary, it may well be an answer to the growing host of financial and ecological problems that plague the building industry.

Nor is it a blue-sky concept. The first operational plant is now under construction for a Levitt & Sons project in Freehold, N.J. And the manufacturer, AWT (Advanced Waste Treatment) Systems Inc., says it is geared up to fabricate as many plants as the market demands.

AWT says its new system will offer these advantages:

- **Lower-than-usual construction cost**—approximately $1.50 per gal. of capacity
- **Considerably reduced operating costs**—29¢ per 1,000 gal. of sewage.
- **Easy disposal of the end waste**—a fine, dry, sterile ash which has only 1/10 the volatility of conventional secondary treatment plants.
- **Ability to handle most wastes** from such things as light industrial plants, laundromats, etc., which could hurt the operation of biological treatment plants. This means the builder could split the costs of a system with local industries and shopping centers.
- **Compactness and quiet, odor-free operation.** The plant can be installed in a conventional house as close as 100 ft. to adjacent homes without creating any problems whatsoever.
- **Unattended operation.** A single employee could service as many as five plants located within a reasonable driving distance of each other.

Unlike conventional systems, the AWT method uses a variety of mechanical and magnetic waste separators, through which the waste is piped to a combustion chamber. There it's burned to an ash that can be disposed of as easily as that from a furnace. It can be used as landfill or simply carted away.

The only other byproducts of the system are a wisp of steam, a belch of odorless carbon dioxide and clear water. The water can be immediately piped into swimming pools, irrigation systems (farm or country-club), recreational lakes, etc. It also meets the U.S. Public Health Service potability standards, although AWT is understandably cautious about this since not enough is known about possible long-term health hazards of drinking treated water.

The treatment plant is available in a wide range of sizes to handle anywhere from 200 to 4,000 dwelling units, and multiple plants could meet any capacity beyond that. Construction costs, including the house that encloses the plant, range from about $50,000 for the smallest plant to $1.5 million for the 4,000-home, million-gallon size.

Moreover, the builder has the option of eliminating any number of stages of the system if pure effluent is not needed. The full system will eliminate 99% of suspended solids, 98% of phosphates and 95% of BOD (biochemical oxygen demand), a considerable improvement on the efficiency of conventional plants.

Or if the effluent from, say, a small industrial plant needs increased magnetic-separating capacity, additional separators can be hooked up in parallel with the rest of the system at far less cost than increasing the total system capacity.

The system has been under development and testing for five years by Hercules Inc. After it became apparent that the system not only would work but would have a vast market potential, Hercules got together with Procedyne Corp. to form AWT Systems as a jointly owned subsidiary.

The system was also developed in cooperation with the Federal Environment Protection Agency, which has evidenced keen interest in the new process.

What got the system off the ground initially was Hercules' development of a polymeric flocculant which drastically reduces the time—and therefore the system capacity—needed for the purification process. In fact the total time from input to clean water can be as little as eight hours, compared to days or weeks necessary for biological agents to work. This makes possible the extreme compactness of the plant as well as the considerable reduction in construction costs.

The system is also relocatable. If, for instance, a municipal sewage system eventually reaches the site, the plant can be knocked down in about five days into components easily transported by truck—and rebuilt on a new site in about the same time.

What can go wrong with the system? According to AWT, much less than can happen with a conventional system, where a shot of bacteria-killing waste can drastically reduce effluent quality until the bacteria can be regrown.

The AWT system has few moving parts, and most of these are pumps and motors that are readily repaired. Duplicate pumps are provided at critical areas, and a spare pump that can be installed in any of the chemical treatment lines will be always at hand. The surge tank should be capable of holding the sewage until repairs can be made. A standby power plant will cut in automatically in case of power failure, and alarms at all key points will alert the maintenance man, police or both to any system failure.

According to AWT, 98% of any problems that can occur in the plant can be repaired, on the spot. If the failure occurs in, for instance, the magnetic filter, the chances are the faulty component can be replaced from stock in 24 to 48 hours. During this time, the rest of the system can be adjusted so that only minimal degradation of the effluent will take place.

There does remain the problem of convincing code authorities, and it may take some time for specification-type codes to be changed to permit the use of the new system. That problem, of course, won't occur where performance codes are in effect.

AWT's thinking is that they can persuade anybody that the system works, and they're ready—in fact eager—to let anyone inspect the Freehold plant once it goes into operation this spring.

In fact, the company is so confident of the merits of the system that it expects the not-too-distant future will see the introduction of mini-plants—with price tags to match—that could serve single-family homes or even boats!
sewage treatment

HERE'S HOW THE NEW SYSTEM WORKS

The influent first passes through a wedge-wire screen (1) which separates large and medium-sized solids, these are dropped to a sludge-holding tank (2). The water then goes into a surge storage tank (3). Since the remainder of the process requires close control of flow and chemical feed, the tank accumulates system.

The water is then pumped through a coagulant feeder (4), and next to a pH control feeder and mixer (5) which ensure that the most efficient alkalinity level is produced for the action of the flocculant.

The flocculant introduced at point 6 is a dense polymeric chemical whose extra-heavy weight quickly settles—with its chemically-bound particles—to the bottom of the clarifying tank (7). (The polymer requires 1/30 the settling time required by conventional flocculant: tests on latex-paint-laden waste indicate the job is done in less than 2½ minutes.)

At this point 95% of the solids have been removed. The waste-laden flocculant is piped from the bottom of the clarifier to the sludge-holding tank.

The water is then drawn from the top of the clarifier and a magnetic additive is introduced at point 8. This additive is a finely-divided iron oxide which physically unites with the extremely fine suspended solids which have so far evaded the treatment process, including what is left of those phosphates which are the prime target of ecological experts.

The next-to-last stage of the process is the magnetic filter (9), which removes the iron oxide and the wastes bonded to it and delivers them to the sludge-holding tank. At this point fully 99% of the original waste has been removed. All that remains is dissolved organic material, and its removal is accomplished in a carbon adsorber column (10). The water trickles upward through this column, and the activated carbon removes virtually all of what remains of the original waste.

At the top of this column chlorine is added to the water, and the almost-pure water is ready for recycling.

Meanwhile, back at the sludge-holding tank (2) which has accumulated the solids from all of the purification processes, the waste material is mixed with sand and air to provide the most efficient combustion of the sludge. (The function of the sand is to separate the waste molecules: this minimizes the amount of fuel needed to produce the eventual sterile ash.)

The waste-sand-air mixture is blown into the combustion chamber, which could be called the heart of the entire system. An ordinary burner, which may be fed by oil or gas (perhaps eventually by waste paper), burns the whole mixture at a temperature of 1,500°F., hot enough to break down odorous organic gasses into molecular form. Those particles which are heavier than air are cycloned into an ash bin; lighter-than-air molecules rise into a scrubber and, by now completely odorless, are vented into the atmosphere. The scrubbing water goes back to the beginning of the cycle.

There's just one remaining problem: activated carbon is a relatively expensive commodity, and it wouldn't do to throw away the carbon that has adsorbed all the organic material it can hold. So the plant reactivates it in this manner:

At point 10 the water is trickled upward through the carbon column. This means that the carbon nearest the bottom of the column will have adsorbed the bulk of the organic material and is therefore nearest the exhaustion point. This spent carbon is then fed into the combustion chamber and its adsorbed organic material is burned off in the same way as the solids. The result is good-as-new regenerated carbon which is recycled to the top of the column.

H&H FEBRUARY 1972
Five projects show that the best of today's subsidized housing is very good indeed

Anyone who keeps abreast of housing news is well aware of the troubles afflicting the government subsidy programs. You can read about scandals, for example, on page 9 and about one of the major problems—suburban resistance to low-income housing—on page 12. But none of this alters the fact that some excellent projects are being built for public housing authorities and under two mortgage-subsidy programs—FHA Sec. 236 (rental housing) and FHA Sec. 235 (for-sale housing). That’s what you’ll see here and on the next ten pages.

Public housing: vest-pocket

Two apartment types, a 524-sq.-ft. one-bedroom unit and a 424-sq.-ft. studio, are provided.

Low profile of small, one-story building is in keeping with neighboring single-family houses.
plan puts 40 one-story units plus a community center on 2.2 acres

And yet there's more than enough room for outdoor living—a small private patio behind each apartment and four communal courtyards with paved walks and seating facilities.

This turnkey project for the elderly was designed with two goals in mind: first, to meet the special needs of older persons; second, to blend into an established residential neighborhood. One-story construction makes stair climbing unnecessary. And outwardly at least, the buildings are small enough to resemble single-family houses.

At the core of the project is the community center (above right), which houses a recreation room, medical room, offices, a laundry and a maintenance area. And at opposite ends are two off-street parking areas.

The project, in Novato, Calif., was designed by the Compla Corp. and built by Smith & Haley Construction Co. for the Marin County Housing Authority.
Despite its size—400 units on 21 acres—this complex in San Jose, Calif., is neither overwhelming nor monotonous.

To kill the curse of bigness, architect Stephen G. Oppenheim and builder Albert Gersten divided most of the site into four neighborhood clusters.

Each cluster is an oval formed by staggered two-story buildings (D and E in site plan); each is separated from other clusters by parking areas and/or green space; each has its own courtyard, play area and laundry building (L in plan); and at the center of each is a three-story building (AB in plan)—a visual change of pace in the predominantly two-story project.

Rentals range from $130 to $155, apartment sizes from 860 to 1,230 sq. ft. Of the 400 units 320 have two bedrooms, and 80 have three. Facilities include a recreation building (R in plan) and rental office (O).
Combination plan (A and B) for three-story buildings puts a pair of two-level townhouse-type units above each one-level apartment. Other one-level apartments (C, D, E) are in two-story buildings (below), which are staggered for visual interest and privacy and are faced into courtyard for easy supervision of children at play.
Public housing: townhouse-type units ride piggyback on apartments

Combinations of floor plans vary because so many different units are offered—two, three and four bedrooms and anywhere from 515 to 1,250 sq. ft. But for the most part this is a three-story project with conventional apartments on the ground floor and two-level units on the second and third.

All second levels are reached by outdoor stairways, and some are connected by bridges. Profiles were varied by including a few two-story structures and by
stepping buildings down a slope at the southeast side of the site—a move that also minimized cuts and fills. And although space was used for parking fingers, much of the land was preserved for walks and court-yards.

The 260-unit project occupies 11.8 acres on the Hawaiian island of Oahu. Designed by Akiyama/Kekoolani & Associates, it was built by Reed & Martin Inc. for the Hawaii Housing Authority.

Open-air bridge—shown in section above, plan at right and photo below—connects the second levels of two similar three-story buildings.

Typical plan, one of several piggyback combinations used in project, puts a three-bedroom townhouse over each two-bedroom apartment.

Outdoor stairways lead to townhouse entries at the middle levels of buildings (left) and to pedestrian bridge between buildings (below).
FHA 236: even at 20 units per acre, there's plenty of open space

It was mostly a matter of keeping the auto in its place. Primarily because parking for 90 cars was confined to two corners of the three-acre site, this 60-unit project has a large central courtyard *(above and right)* plus other usable open areas.

To shorten the tenants' routes from the parking lots to their apartments, breezeways *(above and left)* were cut through the first floors of the two- and three-story buildings.

Usable outdoor space was also saved by concentrating the apartments in a pair of clusters—one composed of three buildings *(plan on facing page)*, the other with four buildings.

The project is the first phase—and the major housing effort—in a modest (33-acre) urban renewal program. Designed by Horace Ginsbern & Associates, it was built by David Bogdanoff in Yorktown Heights, a small community (1970 pop. 6,800) in New York's Westchester County. The first tenants were 29 families displaced by the renewal program.
Choice of apartments includes one-, two- and three-bedroom units, which are shown at right and color-keyed to the building plan below. There's also a four-bedroom unit.

Cluster layout (right) is made up of three attached buildings. Each building has a pinwheel plan, with a central entry and stairway for eight or more apartments.
FHA 235: fourplexes are the basic built-for-sale housing in this P.U.D.

When finished, the planned unit development in Salinas, Calif., will have 418 units on 32 acres, and 172 of them will be in two-story fourplexes like those shown here.

The rest of the complex will consist of one-story duplexes, also built for sale, rental townhouses and a 100-unit high rise for the elderly.

For variety two fourplex arrangements were used—in-line and back-to-back. In-line units (above), priced at $19,400, have four bedrooms and 1,262 sq. ft. of living area. Back-to-back units (center building in photo at right) are priced at $17,400 and have three bedrooms and 1,055 sq. ft.

The project, designed by architects Robert E. Jones and Edwin K. Hom, is a joint venture by Salinas Valley Construction Co., Western Finance & Development Co. and Builders' Resources Corp. [H&H, Mar. '71].

For interiors, turn the page.
In-line fourplex has rear patios with outdoor storage and front carports beneath master bedrooms and balconies.

Back-to-back fourplex has carport at one side, where it is separated from the building by two private patios.
Carports of in-line units are conveniently close to front entries. Exterior materials are stucco and stained wood.

Patios, enclosed by 7 1/2' fences, open off all living rooms. Room below is in three-bedroom, back-to-back unit.
Typical bedroom has sloping ceiling, sliding windows and sliding doors (not shown) for 4'-long to 8'-long closets.

Typical kitchen has U-shaped work space and is open to dining area, which in most units opens to rear or side patio.
Ceramic tile panels cut installation time to less than 40 minutes

In fact, one man can put in a wainscot-height tub surround in just 30 minutes or a little more.

There are three systems of tile panels: one has three tub surround panels 5' high, another has six panels for a 6'-high tub surround and a drop ceiling, and a third is 4' x 4' tile panels for kitchen, laundry, shower room or corridor walls.

Tiles are joined by a flexible white silicone grout that can't crack or fall out, won't yellow or stain and is waterproof and resistant to mildew. Panels are bonded to ½"-thick dense polyurethane foam that adds rigidity, provides thermal insulation and forms a moisture barrier.

Installation, as the photos show, is simple. Metal strips are nailed to studs as a base for panels. Metal clips are attached, one half to a stud and the other half to a panel. And construction adhesive is applied to studs. Then the entire back wall panel, weighing 58 lbs., is lifted into place by its soap dish/ grab bar and attached to metal clips that hold it securely until adhesive cures. Curved ceramic trim strips are slipped over the edges and secured in slots in the foam backing that permit up to 1/8" variation in panel-to-wall size. Next, the two end wall panels, pre-drilled for plumbing connections and weighing 27½ lbs. each, are lifted into place and attached. Finally, the corner seams are sealed by silicone grout applied with a caulking gun.

The result is a wall of perfectly aligned tiles in one of ten colors with bright, matte or crystalline glazes. American Olean, Lansdale, Pa.
If you're looking for reasons to specify a Senco automatic fastening system, here are 6 for openers.

1. Senco automatic nailers and staplers are the lightest, best balanced, most trouble-free fastening tools in the industry.

2. Senco fasteners were designed before the tools that drive them ... for easier driving, less wood splitting, better craftsmanship.

3. Exclusive Sencote® fasteners have been proven superior in holding power to ordinary plain or coated nails or staples, and equal or better than most more expensive deformed shank fasteners.

4. The unique Senco Construction Specialist Program, serving both in-plant and on-site operations, factory trains construction-experienced sales and service representatives just to help you.

5. Senco people are at your service to help you engineer high productivity fastening systems with Senco equipment.

6. Senco's long established scientific quality control and laboratory testing program assures you of tools and fasteners of consistently high performance — provides verified data for reliable engineering design.

For more facts on the complete line of Senco portable automatic nailers, staplers and fasteners, and on how Senco can help, contact Senco Products, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio 45244. Dept. 109

senco
Five million lineal feet in the first year... manufacturing plants working three shifts even in mid-winter... two new plants under construction. That's acceptance, and for good reason. The I Series in apartment floor systems will span up to 24 ft. at 2 ft. O. C. (up to 40 ft. in roofs). Available in any length to 60 ft. for multiple spans.

It's precision manufactured and provides perfectly level floors. Always straight, no twist or shrinkage and builder after builder reports that installation is **two to four times faster** than with conventional lumber joists. The plywood webs cut easily for accommodating wiring, plumbing and even large ductwork.

Cost? In many areas of the country it will actually compete with ordinary lumber joists, but everywhere it offers real labor savings and speeded construction.

Available in depths from 10 to 24 inches from your nearby Trus Joist representative. Yes, he's busy but you can still get three week delivery.

Want more information, details, a design manual or free cost estimate on your project? Just ask.

---

**Trus Joist**

9777 CHINDEN BOULEVARD BOISE, IDAHO 83702

Plants In: ARIZONA • CALIFORNIA • IDAHO • IOWA • OHIO • OREGON

Soon in VIRGINIA and COLORADO
Total comfort for your customers. Measurable savings for you.

The Williamson "Five-in-One" is a year-round residential total comfort unit completely enclosed in a smartly styled casing. It heats and humidifies in winter, cools and dehumidifies in summer and electronically cleans the air all year long.

A wide range of heating and cooling capacities is available. Natural gas, L.P. gas, fuel oil and electric heat models are offered. Special transitions or enclosures are not needed. Factory pre-wiring reduces on-the-job wiring.

Gas fired units have a solid state modulating control system and a highly responsive sensing element that proportions the flow of gas to the burner according to heat demand. One degree temperature selection increments are possible. Oil fired units have extremely quiet pressure atomizing burners. Electric units have modulating sequencer controlled heating elements.

The Williamson "Five-in-One" is the least expensive total comfort package either you or your customers can buy. Write or phone for further information today.

The Williamson Company
Dept. H-147 • 3334 Madison Road • Cincinnati, Ohio 45209 • (513) 731-1343
This is the house that Al built.

Al Vasiltone and his partner Dick Pusey are builders with an eye on the future. And that's why all their homes in Somerville, New Jersey are from Capital Industries. Like the one you see here.

"Dick and I felt housing was going modular, but weren't sure what the manufacturers were doing. So we gathered loads of literature. Asked lots of questions. In fact, we spent over two months looking at modular companies in four different states."

"The results were crystal clear. Capital! Hands down it's the superior home. For us and for our customers. Capital is the best."

A lot of builders like Al like what Capital offers. Drop us a line if you're interested in learning more about what we can offer you.

Remember, at Capital we don't just build houses, we build beautifully finished homes.

Capital
INDUSTRIES, INC.
Dept. 12, Avis, Pa. 17721 • 717/398-2062
A Subsidiary of UGI Corporation
Many Outstanding Exclusive Features

- Nothing to delaminate -
- can never let go -
- apply directly to ground -
- no footing required -
- excellent insulation -
- quick, easy, inexpensive installation - etc.

ABSOLUTELY FOOL-PROOF

We will supervise your initial installation.
We supply all materials and tools required.
- No waste material
- Self-aligning

Every frame home owner will love their new brick home!

BRICK CORPORATION
Detroit, Michigan 48211
313/921-2194
Three fireplace designs for three room arrangements

One hangs in the center of room, another sits on a woodbox base against a wall and the third is set into a corner, flush against two walls. All three wood-burning units share such features as flue caps that eliminate drafts and smoke, black or brass mesh firescreens, black satin finish, brass trim, damper and ceiling plate. "Western" line has 13 freestanding models, all pre-assembled. Wall and corner models have 2" refractory firebricks and built-in insulation layer for zero clearance against combustible materials. A.R. Wood, Luverne, Minn.

Pedestal unit for burning wood is freestanding, can be used in the center of a room or closer to a wall or corner. Circular design looks somewhat Scandinavian, comes in the now-traditional prefab fireplace colors of burnt orange, burnt red or black. Dyna, Div. Familian, Los Angeles.

Compact firehood is a smaller 30" version of manufacturer's conical model, designed for apartments, modulars and smaller homes. "Capri" is ready to install on noncombustible base of crushed stone, bricks, tiles, etc. Red, burnt orange, olive green or black. Preway, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.

Versatile firebox can be set on a raised brick hearth as shown, used as a freestanding unit or—with a rear vent—mounted against a wall. "Manchester-Pierce" design has a 28" hearth opening and black firescreen. Gold, white, green, copper-tone, and red enamel, plus matte black. Majestic, Huntington, Ind.
Heavy duty compactors for apartment projects compress refuse down to as little as 1/20 of original volume, thereby saving storage space and eliminating trash cans and their accompanying vermin, odors, noise, etc. A smaller model produces packages 16"x24"x26" that weigh from 50 to 150 lbs. A larger unit for up to 400 apartments compacts trash to 16"x30"x24" packages, weighing 50 to 175 lbs. Packages—plastic bags, wax-lined boxes or bales tied with wire or rope—can be carted away on built-in hand trucks. Union Environmental, Philadelphia.

Wastewater grinder pump handles the normal discharge from four single-family houses, from six apartments or from eight motel units. It has two pumps and a holding tank twice the size of the manufacturer's earlier model for just one single-family home. It grinds solids down to a fine slurry, then pumps the slurry as far away as 7,000 ft. or as high as 81 ft. in 1 1/4" or 2" discharge pipes. Even such hard-to-grind materials as plastic, rubber, cloth, wood and metal go through without clogging the grinder. Environment/One, Schenectady, N.Y.

Decorator front compactor has a standard textured steel front panel that can be removed easily and replaced with a 1/4"-thick wood panel. New "Trash Masher" has a longer, single panel, recessed controls and a higher, easy-to-reach handle. A free-standing model has a woodgrain laminated surface and in-the-top storage space for twelve trash bags. Both models compress bottles, cans and paper at 2,000 lbs. pressure in 60 seconds. Trash that normally fills three cans then fits into one small bag. Whirlpool, Benton Harbor, Mich.

Watersaving valve can reduce an average family's water usage by 25,000 gals. per year. Valve stops discharge during flushing, prevents bowl overflow and permits flushing with less than three gal. of water. Its one moving part won't bind or stick, it won't corrode and it eliminates noisy leaks and handle jiggling. Now in its ninth year of production with three-million unit sales, "Watersaver" is standard equipment on manufacturers' closets, can be used for replacement on other manufacturers' tanks. Mansfield, Perryville, Ohio.

Watersaving toilet has a siphon jet for positive flushing action with a minimum amount of water. It also has a smaller tank: 2" narrower and 2 1/2" lower than the manufacturer's standard model. Together the two features help reduce water waste by using one third less water than conventional models, up to 50% less than older models. Its rim-fed elongated bowl, for better sanitation, has a whirlpool action and a self-draining jet. "Radcliffe" comes in blue, pink, jade, avocado, yellow, gold and tan. Crane, New York City.

Shingles from recycled wastes are not new. The manufacturer, in fact, has produced them since the beginning of the century, now has site plants, $30 million in recycling equipment. Since wastes amount to 4.5 lbs. of trash per day, will rise to 8 lbs. by 1980, every increase in recycling counts. At right waste paper is dumped into a hydropulper that mashes it up in water before it is mixed with rags, wood chips and wood flour to make dry felt, the base for felt-asphalt-granules product shown below. GAF, New York City.
Builders, this year you'll be spending less for Westinghouse whole-house air conditioners.

We've lowered wholesale prices on our whole-house air conditioning line. But we're not lowering the quality. You'll be able to buy the brand with one of the best records of reliability in the industry at a cost below 1971 prices.

But you'll get a lot more than price and quality. Talk about versatility. Westinghouse condensing units can be installed through the wall, on an outside wall, on a slab outdoors, or on a roof. And they can be installed in any type of wall because air entry and discharge are in the front. One unit for any and all applications!

Trained heating and cooling specialists will give you design assistance and all the service you need to insure trouble-free operation. Because we know how important building schedules are in your operation, we'll make delivery to your schedule.

We're out to earn your business. And we'll go a long way to keep it.

For more information on how Westinghouse can help your building program, write: Marketing Manager, Builder Sales, Westinghouse Central Residential Air Conditioning, Norman, Oklahoma 73069. Or call collect, Joe Nelson, Marketing Manager, 405 321-0131.

You can be sure . . . if it's Westinghouse

Westinghouse Central Residential Air Conditioning Division, Norman, Oklahoma 73069
Side by side construction comparisons prove that the new 24-inch lumber and plywood modular framing system can reduce labor and material costs by more than $200 for a 1600 sq. ft. house. Tests were conducted in Pleasanton, California, by the NAHB Research Bureau with the help of Morrison Homes, Inc. Two identical houses were constructed by the same construction crew, on similar sites. The only difference: one home used 24-inch floor and wall framing, the other 16-inch. The results are in, and they're worth studying.

### Comparative Cost Summary, 16" o.c. vs. 24" o.c.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPERATION</th>
<th>Labor Cost 16&quot; o.c.</th>
<th>Labor Cost 24&quot; o.c.</th>
<th>Material Cost 16&quot; o.c.</th>
<th>Material Cost 24&quot; o.c.</th>
<th>Total Cost 16&quot; o.c.</th>
<th>Total Cost 24&quot; o.c.</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WALLS 1. Frame &amp; Erect Walls</td>
<td>$451.58</td>
<td>$373.99</td>
<td>$794.15</td>
<td>$688.65</td>
<td>$1,246.73</td>
<td>$1,062.24</td>
<td>$183.49</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Siding</td>
<td>389.17</td>
<td>347.22</td>
<td>786.32</td>
<td>471.76</td>
<td>1,175.49</td>
<td>819.98</td>
<td>355.51</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Walls</td>
<td>840.75</td>
<td>721.21</td>
<td>1,580.47</td>
<td>1,159.41</td>
<td>2,416.22</td>
<td>1,882.22</td>
<td>134.00</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOORS 1. Frame Floors</td>
<td>84.91</td>
<td>66.60</td>
<td>315.78</td>
<td>265.10</td>
<td>400.69</td>
<td>331.70</td>
<td>68.99</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Subfloor</td>
<td>64.22</td>
<td>57.94</td>
<td>174.30</td>
<td>225.32</td>
<td>238.52</td>
<td>283.28</td>
<td>44.74</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Floors</td>
<td>151.13</td>
<td>124.54</td>
<td>489.08</td>
<td>490.42</td>
<td>639.21</td>
<td>614.98</td>
<td>24.25</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL WALLS AND FLOORS</td>
<td>991.88</td>
<td>845.75</td>
<td>2,069.53</td>
<td>2,059.83</td>
<td>2,654.43</td>
<td>2,490.22</td>
<td>164.21</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Dry Wall</td>
<td>346.67</td>
<td>300.00</td>
<td>358.33</td>
<td>357.33</td>
<td>706.00</td>
<td>657.33</td>
<td>47.67</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Electrical</td>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>25.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>27.07</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAND TOTALS</td>
<td>$3,361.43</td>
<td>$3,174.54</td>
<td>$5,539.56</td>
<td>$5,317.56</td>
<td>$8,851.00</td>
<td>$8,492.10</td>
<td>$358.90</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CIRCLE 97 ON READER SERVICE CARD
In comparative studies, the NAHB learned that 24-inch spacing netted a 15.2% labor savings on walls, and a 12.3% savings on floors. This adds up to 19 man hours overall labor time reduction, which really makes sense with today's labor costs.

In terms of dollars and cents this adds up to a healthy $165 total savings on wall and floor construction. Combine that with the additional savings you enjoy on drywall and electrical installation, and the total comes out to more than $200 for a 1600 square foot house. And could add up to over $300 per house, depending on local labor and material costs.

The new Mod 24 lumber and plywood framing system assures better profits in today's building market. For complete details on the test and the Mod 24 system, send for a comprehensive 16-page booklet. Mail the coupon.

Western Wood Products Association

Yeon Building, Portland, Oregon 97204
**Sliding door package** includes rigid steel frame, top and bottom rails, hanger, unbreakable floating guides and nylon wheels. “Panel Jacket” encases a plywood panel and inserting 3/16” or 1/4” paneling makes a 1 1/4” prefinished door with gold finished trim. Package is pre-assembled. L.E. Johnson, Elkhart, Ind. CIRCLE 261 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**Pre-hung door** in a colonial style has all the weatherproof features of manufacturer’s exterior doors: insulated core, thermal breaks, magnetic weatherstripping, adjustable sill, etc. “Hartford” also includes cap piece, fluted pilasters, Mullions and elegant leaded sidelights. Ideal, Waco, Tex. CIRCLE 262 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**Automatic door opener** converts most doors. Visible “Monopack” installs over transom; concealed unit replaces transom. Both run on 1/4-hp electric motor. Floor carpet (or pull cord, pushbutton, push or kick plate, or floor button) opens door 90°. Hydraulic spring closes. Stanley, Farmington, Conn. CIRCLE 263 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**Injection-molded bifolds** are each one piece of impact- and scuff-resistant polystyrene, complete with molded-in hinges to be joined by self-lubricating nylon hinge pins. “Ultimatic” doors reproduce wood-grain texture, are finished in white that never needs painting. Brass or white pulls. M&R, Richmond, Ind. CIRCLE 265 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**Folding closet door** has panels, from 4" to 12" wide, that take up less room than bifolds, stack neatly to either side or in middle, run on wheels set in overhead tracks. “CloseWall” is finished in vinyl laminate with printed-on wood grains of oak, teak, walnut or birch. Panelfold, Miami, Fla. CIRCLE 264 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**Hand-carved doors**, called “Old World”, are made of solid rosewood and are carved on both sides of each door. Priced at about $500 a pair, the heavy doors are for the luxury market or for distinctive entrances to offices, churches, restaurants or apartment lobbies. Elegant Entries, Worcester, Mass. CIRCLE 266 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**Pre-finished windows** cut installation time and costs. Exteriors are coated in white polyurea plastic that is chemically bonded to wood window, resists sun and moisture. Interiors are finished in two coats of semi-gloss white or in threecoat walnut or fruitwood system. Marvin, Warroad, Minn. CIRCLE 268 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**Decorative panels** reproduce wood carvings called “Granada” in high-density urethane. Plastic panels are then incorporated into both sides of a solid wood door which is finished in hand-rubbed wood tones and shipped pre-hung and ready for installation. Entol, Miami, Fla. CIRCLE 267 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**Interiors** are finished in two coats of semi-gloss white or in threecoat walnut or fruitwood system. Marvin, Warroad, Minn. CIRCLE 268 ON READER SERVICE CARD
With Jeep® guts, things are tough all over.

The Jeep Commando. From steering to differential, it has what it takes to do hard work in style.

For over 30 years, Jeep® 4-wheel drive vehicles have been matched against some of the toughest terrain and most punishing conditions anything on 4 wheels can take. The result of all this exercise? Jeep guts are in great shape. And getting better.

Take the Jeep Commando, for instance. The front axle has been redesigned, so the Commando can turn around in a smaller circle than before.

The engines are the biggest it has ever had. And there's a choice of three hard-working transmissions.

Higher capacity multi-leaf springs let the Commando carry more payload. So you make fewer trips to the job.

And in the rear end, you can have the regular, tough Jeep® hardware or add a Trac-Lok limited slip differential, for a better grip in slippery mud or snow.

The Commando gives you a selection of body styles and a long list of hard-working options. Get all the facts from your Jeep dealer. And then make a tough choice easy.

Toughest 4-letter word on wheels.

Jeep®

Drive your Jeep® vehicle with care and keep America the beautiful.
**PRODUCTS/BATHS**

Decorators cabinets with raised panels, called "Heritage," come in white with gold or in walnut or pecan tones with a protective plastic coating. Drawer bases are 12" or 15" wide, sink bases, 24", 30", 36", 42" or 48" wide, and all are 21¾" deep and 29" high. Raygold, div. Boise Cascade, Winchester, Va. CIRCLE 273 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Molded plastic cabinet, made from one seamless piece of material, has no corners to catch dirt. Door is reversible for left- or righthand opening, has a finished mirror back, piano hinge and magnetic catch. Frame comes in 50 styles of molding in a variety of colors. VSI, Bristol, Ind. CIRCLE 279 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Thermostatic shower control for motels, schools and hospitals—as well as residences—has a sturdy stainless steel cover plate and is made of a newly developed copper alloy that offers better resistance to corrosion. "RADA 722" includes separate and independent control of temperature and flow. Richard Fife, New York City. CIRCLE 278 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**G·P has the answer sound control in**

"Why does my fire control system in exterior walls cost so much?"

Fire control doesn't have to be expensive. Not when you use G·P's FIRESTOP®. It gives you a one-hour fire rating in exterior walls. ¾" FIRESTOP® gypsumboard is applied over wood studs with insulation. And then on the outside wall, ½" FIRESTOP® sheathing is attached and covered with ¾" (or 5/8") G·P plywood siding.

* INSULATION NOT REQUIRED TO MEET FIRE RATINGS
Louvered bifold takes up less swing space in small baths. Center-hinged door is ¼" white pine, may be stained or painted. Recessed cabinet is steel finished in baked enamel and equipped with three adjustable glass shelves, toothbrush holder, magnetic catches and blade disposal. Jensen, Los Angeles.

CIRCLE 275 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Hand shower includes an aerator like those in kitchen faucets that produces 16 separate bubbly streams of water. Aerated spray clings to skin, is good for shampooing, reduces splashing. "Champagne Shower", of white unbreakable "Noryl", for wall or hand use. Speakman, Wilmington, Del.

CIRCLE 276 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Single control shower valve, once set to the desired mix of hot and cold water, maintains that temperature despite pressure changes in either supply line, insuring both comfort and safety. "Rite-Temp" has an easy-to-read color-coded control panel, an easy-to-replace single working valve, comes in gold or chrome. Kohler, Kohler, Wis.

CIRCLE 274 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Knock-down vanities need no glue, no clips, no tools for assembly, go together in minutes. Two "Space Pak" styles—white-and-gold and oak with pewter—come 24", 30" or 36" wide and 21¼" deep. Shallower models, 16½" deep, come 22", 30" or 36" wide. White-Meyer, Orland Park, Ill.

CIRCLE 227 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Knock-down vanities need no glue, no clips, no tools for assembly, go together in minutes. Two "Space Pak" styles—white-and-gold and oak with pewter—come 24", 30" or 36" wide and 21¼" deep. Shallower models, 16½" deep, come 22", 30" or 36" wide. White-Meyer, Orland Park, Ill.

CIRCLE 227 ON READER SERVICE CARD

**to economical fire and low-rise construction.**

"Is there a fire control system that really works for roofs?"

Yes! G-P's new Fire Fighter gypsumboard gives you excellent fire protection for roof construction. It's ⅛" thick gypsumboard with a fire resistant core and special paper that is easily placed over the rafters. Solid plywood or strip sheathing is laid over it. Then put up a wood shake or any other kind of roof you want. And Fire Fighter gypsumboard will prevent flames from burning through the roof structure.

Georgia-Pacific

GYPSUM DIVISION, Portland, Ore. 97204

CIRCLE 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD
New CORLGLAS™ bath series with above-floor plumbing.

CORL tubs, showers and C/shell baths are saving man hours and dollars for many of the top builders in the nation — why not for you?

CORL is a major supplier to the builder with proven record of performance.

Field service and delivery from three plants assures the service we know you need. CORL ends expensive bath callbacks!

Cshell baths 3 models

showers 4 models

tubs 8 models

Write Dept. H
corl corporation
one of the o'connor industries

Pollution control:
A corporate responsibility

Pollution and pollution abatement have become important aspects of every business. They affect budgets, profit and loss, position in the community, corporate image, even the price of stock in some cases.

Pollution is a now problem that is receiving new attention from astute businessmen. Water treatment plants, fume scrubbers and filtration systems, land reclamation, plant beautification, litter prevention, employee education programs, are all types of things industry is doing to help in the pollution fight.

But regardless what a businessman is doing today he must be considering pollution control efforts for tomorrow.

One thing he can do is write for a free booklet entitled "71 Things You Can Do To Stop Pollution." It doesn't have all the answers on pollution. But it might give a businessman a few ideas for both today and tomorrow.

People start pollution.
People can stop it.

Keep America Beautiful Advertising contributed for the public good.
Clear acrylic handles enhance a centerset lavatory fitting. The same handles appear on the other fittings in "Strathmore Brilliant" line which also includes two- and three-valve tub/shower combinations, shower fittings and tub fillers. All have chrome-plated cast brass bodies.

China washstand harks back at least half a century with its fluted pedestal, carved bowl and conveniently wide side ledges. The gold-trimmed white china luxury model is shown with manufacturer's semi-precious jeweled faucet handles of rose quartz set in 24-karat-gold-plated bases. Sherle Wagner, New York City.

Pedestal bowl sits on a fluted column with flared base. The shell-like bowl, for lavatory use, has a narrow rim, set off here by manufacturer's crystal-handled faucets. Made of cultured marble, the washstand comes in white and gold, white and black or white with white. General Bathroom Products, Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Mirrored cabinets flank a central mirror with a grooming shelf and ten 25-W round candelabra base makeup lights. The 12"x24" doors swing from the outside for threeway viewing. The whole cabinet measures 24"x47½"x5½" deep and is finished in gold. Thomas, Louisville, Ky.

The SN-III! First 3½" nailer light enough for true, single handed operation

Lighter yet powerful! Weighs approx. 2½ lbs. Finely balanced for one-hand, fatigue-free operation. No auxiliary handles or counter-balances. Tilted magazine gets into tight places. The SN-III nailer drives the 3½" Senco-Nail(TM) which is engineered specifically for power nailing. Since bending is not a factor, the Senco-Nail is more slender than a common nail — for minimized splitting and sure holding power. Exclusive factory Sencote® gives more grip than plain fasteners. For more data, write Senco Products Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio 45244 Dept. 109.

Cabot's STAIN WAX
Stains, Waxes, Seals in one operation

Time was when wood finishing was a long, arduous task. Today, Cabot’s Stain Wax does the job in a single application. This unique “three-in-one” finish, suitable for all wood paneling, brings out the best in wood, enhancing the grain and producing a soft, satin finish in your choice of twelve colors plus black, white, and natural. When a flat finish is desired, use Cabot’s Interior Stains.

Samuel Cabot Inc.
Dept. 230, One Union Street, Boston, Mass. 02108
- Send color card on Cabot’s Stain Wax
- Send color card on Cabot’s Interior Stains
When you buy General Electric appliances,

It would be enough to give you a complete line of appliances that more women rate as "best made" than the next five brands combined. But in addition to great products, we give you great people.

Like George Warren, kitchen and laundry designer for crowned heads of Europe, the White House, and too many movie stars and assorted celebrities to even mention. George and his Builder-Dealer Design Service group will do the same for you, from the floor to the counter tops to the last decorative detail. Free.

Then, GE gives you the help of people like Jean Mattingly. She can show you dozens of ways of planning for the women who will turn houses into homes. Ways that will make these houses less expensive to build, more liveable, and therefore more marketable.
you're not just buying our appliances.

GE also gives you help of people like Paul O’Neill, manager of our Electrical Systems Engineering group. Paul and his staff have helped some of the top builders and contractors in the country design electrical systems that very often lower costs as well as improve safety and efficiency. And these services are also free. But General Electric also has people to carefully schedule appliance deliveries so you get them when you're ready for them. And people to service every GE appliance on those rare occasions when service is needed.

Finally, we give you a GE Contract-Sales Representative. You can reach yours by calling the General Electric Major Appliance Distributor. He's in the Yellow Pages. Get in touch with him, and he'll put you in touch with all the others.
LITERATURE

Business pubs. reprints. A one-source catalog lists over 400 reprints from McGraw-Hill business publications. For the first time businessmen, engineers, scientists and students have access to a concise list of reports prepared by the company's 40 specialized publications. For the first time business students have access to a concise list of reports prepared by the company's 40 specialized publications.


CIRCLE 301 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Industrial floors. A new color brochure describes typical installation areas and lists industries most likely to use an epoxy-based industrial floor surfacer. Other information included: specifications, corrosion resistance figures and application directions. Stonhard, Maple Shade, N.J.

CIRCLE 302 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Market research. "Creating Apartment Profits through Local Market Research" is an authoritative procedural manual designed to give every builder/developer the inhouse capability of gauging his own particular market. It provides a step-by-step system for gathering information necessary for effective decision-making. Outlined are the required data, where it is available and how it should be interpreted. Send $10 per copy to the National Apartment Assn., 5050 Westheimer, Houston, Tex. 77027.

Tile. A full color, 16-page catalog illustrates over 160 color and almost 100 patterns and color combinations of ceramic floor and wall tile for residential, commercial and institutional use. The booklet contains closeup photographs of tiles as well as full views of actual room applications. United States Ceramic Tile, Canton, Ohio.

CIRCLE 304 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Concrete forming. Cost cutting information is offered in "Plywood for Concrete Forming." Six illustrations in a case history section illustrate new developments in concrete forming. Techniques for achieving unusual architectural effects with textured plywood while controlling costs with reusable form material are also included. In addition there is information on plywood types and grades, a discussion of dusting and staining techniques, tips on form maintenance, span tables for joists, studs and walls and engineering data covering other loading conditions and spans. American Plywood, Tacoma, Wash.

CIRCLE 305 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Roofing. To show rot resistant fiber glass roof shingles, mineral fiber slates, asphalt roof shingles, and fiber glass roll roofing, this new booklet uses full color photos of applications and illustrations of construction, as well as closeups of roofing varieties. Johns-Manville, Denver, Colo.

CIRCLE 306 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Drywall finishing. "Quality Drywall Finishing in All Kinds of Weather" explains the unique reactions in joint treatment created by hot and dry conditions, wet and humid weather and winter cold. Common sense application tips, recommended water proportions and drying times for joint compound under tape are also included. In addition the booklet lists general practices for applying joint compounds which will get the best results, inside and out, in a variety of weather conditions. United States Gypsum, Chicago.

CIRCLE 307 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Vinyl wall paneling. Six styles shown in room settings are included in a booklet called "AFCO Beauty Patterns." The heavy-duty vinyl coverings come with cover, cap and panel divider mouldings which match for uninterrupted wall design. AFCO, Houston, Tex.

CIRCLE 308 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Paint cost analyzer. A cost analyzer that presents in slide-rule format the comparative costs of applying and maintaining 14 different paint systems over a service life span of five to ten years on three typical industrial applications includes the following: 1. comparative costs of maintaining alkyd, latex, phenolic spar, moisture-cured urethane, urethane oil and two-component urethane on a wood or plastic flooring for five years, 2. costs of alkyd, modified alkyd, latex and urethane oil finishes for exterior steel or wood in a non-corrosive atmosphere, 3. costs of modified alkyd, two-component epoxy, vinyl and two-component urethane finishes for exterior steel surface in a corrosive atmosphere. Mobay Chemical, Pittsburgh, Pa.

CIRCLE 309 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SAVE TIME and MONEY on costly drainage problems!

use A.D.S.® Corrugated Plastic Drainage Tubing and Fittings!

A.D.S. has developed a new type corrugated plastic tubing for use in construction. Perforated tubing is available for foundation drainage, another type with holes is also available for septic tank leach beds. Non perforated tubing is available for downspout runoff. A.D.S. tubing is lightweight, strong and comes in coils for easy installation. Approved by the F.H.A. The tubing comes in 4", 5", 6", 8", 10" and 12" diameters. A full selection of fittings is available.

A.D.S. has 11 manufacturing plants and sales offices throughout the United States.

CIRCLE 106 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A.D.S. FEATURES THESE ADVANTAGES

Lightweight — easy to install • Strong • won't break • Can't Misalign • continuous lengths • Unaffected by freezing • Install in any season • Unrestricted flow • Complete selection of fittings • FHA Approved 619a

A.D.S. has 11 manufacturing plants and sales offices throughout the United States.

CIRCLE 106 ON READER SERVICE CARD

advanced drainage systems, inc.
1880 MacKenzie Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43220 (614) 457-3051
Only you can prevent forest fires.
The reason, in a word, is women. Just like a dishwasher or a self-cleaning oven, gleaming Solarian no-wax floors promise housewives more free time and easier housework. So it's a powerful added incentive to buy. Solarian is a major breakthrough in easy-care flooring. Spills, dirt . . . even black heel marks . . . come up with only damp-mopping. We've tested Solarian for two years in busy kitchens of actual homes, and these floors are still bright and shining, even though they've never been waxed. Beautiful Solarian floors will also make your homes look more inviting—an important extra to help set your homes apart from all the rest.

We've been telling the Solarian story in national advertising. And women have responded by making it the most successful new Armstrong product in years. It goes to show that when a woman likes something, there's a good chance a man will buy it. That's why Solarian should be part of your plans.

BUILDING MERCHANDISING PROGRAM
If you use our floors or other Armstrong interior products, you may qualify for an Armstrong merchandising program designed to assist all builders. This program embraces various sales aids and special services.

For detailed information, write Gordon T. Levering, Residential Builder Sales, Armstrong, Lancaster, Pa. 17604.
Lightcraft of California introduces Lightline '72

More than 80 new fixtures are on their way to your Lightcraft of California dealer's showroom. They're bright new additions to Lightline—the fastest growing line of low cost fixtures in the industry. When your budget dictates 'low cost,' turn to Lightline. You'll find fixtures of genuine quality, highly styled. Nothing like them has ever been available in "economy class." Only the price tags betray them. There are new chandeliers . . . new series . . . new bath brackets . . . new general purpose lighting . . . new, durable outdoor fixtures. Coming April 1st. Stop in and see them at your nearby Lightcraft Premiere Distributor.

Need to make your selection now? Your dealer has all the Lightline fixtures (including the new ones) in this new catalog—all in full color. Get your copy today.

Lightcraft of California
1600 West Slauson Ave., Los Angeles, California 90047
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